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ABS TRÀCT

This study examines the perceptions of prison educators
involved in educational programs at the Stony Mountain
federal penitentiary between September, 1985 and May, 1987,
open-ended intervier¡s !¡ere conducted Ìrith universíty
professors, vocational instructors, and academic educators
to determine if the prison environment and clientele permit
the practice of the adult education principles concerning
the learning environment and sharing the learning process.
The research investigates the opinions,
beliefs and
attiLudes held by the prison educators. The data show that
the influences on teaching vrithin prison is relative to each
educational group investigated. The university professors
were influenced by the smaLl class sizes and the lack of
library references available to the prisoners.
The
vocational instructors !¡ere guided by the requirements
stipulated by the Manitoba Apprenticeship Board as to
curriculum planning and implementation. In addition,
vocational programs in motor mechanics are restricted with
regard to the vehicles that can be used. Academic educators
\.¡ork with a clientele that demonstrates academic achievement
leve1s ranging from iLliteracy to university degrees. AII
of the educators perceived that many of the prisoners

- lV -

demonstrate poor socialization skilLs and low self-esteem.

the ten prison educators interviewed had
undertaken formal studies related to adult educat ion.
Institutional r.,orkings and procedures have priority over alI
educational programs. Findings suggest that prison
educators at Stony Mountain, although committed to their
profession, neither know nor practice thè principles of
adult education which have been advocated in official
Canadian prison investigations since 1936.
OnIy lwo out of
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCTI ON

1.1

BACKGROUND I NFORMATI ON

Studies in the area of prison education generally deal
with either the educational characteristics of prisoners or
descriptions of the types of programs that are being offered
in prison institutions (Bouliane, 1985; DelI'Apa, 1973i

Forster, 1981; Go1d, 1983; crainge & Kemp, 1981; Kidd, 1981;
Lee, 1973; MacCormick, 932; Shea, 1980). Research related
to problems concerning either the teaching of prisoners
within a prison environment or the implementation of adult
education principles in prisons is rare (BouIiane and
Meunier, 1986). This lack of research is due in part to the
prevalence of certain assumptions concerning the purpose and
function of prisons.
Fitzgerald (1977) writes that
traditionally the primary function of prisons was seen as
punishment in conjunction with deterrence, the protection of
society and security.
Às a result,
these dominating
assumptions regarding the purpose of prisons overshadowed
the rehabilitative intent of education for prisoners.
Furthermore, the impetus of research in the area of prison
'1
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education was subsequenhly undermined. This notion is
part icularly evident wi th regard to
teacher tra in ing
programs for prison educators. They were difficult
to
justify because the overriding attitude toward education in
prisons was one of indifference. Education was perceived to
be a privilege and it v¡as held that prisoners should be
punished (Bouliane and Meunier, 1986; Fitzgerald, 19?7;
1986; Fox , 1986; MacCormick, 1932).
Às society was dominated by the notion that prisoners
must be punished for their offences, research related to
prison education focussed primariJ.y on the prisoner. This
research involved investigations as to prisoner educational

characteristics,
cLass participation numbers and their
attitudes toward education (oe11'apa, 1973; Forster, 19g1;
GoId, 1981 ; Ontario Instibute for Studies in Education
[O.I.s.E] , 1979). However, research concerning problems
associated with teaching prisoners, and in particular, the
prison educators' perceptions of the implementation of the
adult education principtes dealing with classroom dynamics,
teacher/student interaction, delivery systems, learning
environments and teaching strategies is
scarce.
An
additional explanation for this lack of research concerning
teaching in prisons, particularly data related to those
problems that are common to prison educators, or innovative
teaching strategies in a prison environment, is that
perceptions of the prison educators are taken for granted.
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This is

in respect of the influence of societal attitudes
towards prisons and prisoners in general. This observation
is supported by Fitzgerald (1977), who argues that t.he
greatest barrier to prisoner rehabiLitation is the negaEive
aLtitude held by society toward prisoners. In addition, Shea
(1980) reports that the prevalent societal attitude is that
prisoners should be punished for their wrongdoing. Society
has become used to the notion of punishment for prisoners
and as a result, prison education programs are viewed as a
reward, not as a means of rehabilitation (f'ox, 1986). This
general Iack of awareness regarding teaching in pri.sons has
left many individuals and authorities ignorant of the
problems experienced in teaching prisoners.
Teaching prisoners can be problematic in many areas.
Identifying the problems and concerns perceived by the
prison educators when teaching in the prison environment can
provide greater
understanding, appreciation,
and
enlightenment for society when justifying prison education
programs. The prison educator's comments, insights,
considerati.ons and attitudes with regard to working in a
prison setting can be presented in such a way that the

seemingly rigid
societal attitude
of punishment for
prisoners can diminish. In addition, more awareness and
understanding of the benefits of prison education programs
based on the notion of rehabilitation will prevail.
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Àdvocating rehabilitation

for prisoners through education
is based on preparing the prisoner to return to society
(Duguid, 1981 ; Fox , 1986 ) . Hi stor icaIly, the educat ion
programs in Canada's prisons were founded on the principles
of adult education. However, recognizing the importance of
adult education within a prison context is subject to
criticism.
This criticism is based on the many inferences
and interpretations of the broad concept of adult education
(BrookfieId, 1986). For example, adult education can be
associated r,¡iLh university courses or community recreation
programs.

Since 1936, adult education has been recognized as an
important consideration within prison education programs in
Canada. Àt this time, a Royal Commission to inquire and
report upon the penal system specified the provision of an

adult educat ion program structured to meet the needs ,
interests, and abilities,
on an individual basis of the
potential student body (Weir in Roberts, 1973; Owens, 1985).
Subsequent commissions and reports on penal conditions in

in 1947 (cibson Report on the Archambault Commission
of 1936), in 1956 (Fauteaux Royal Commission on Lhe
Conditions of Federal Penitentiaries in Canada), and I979
(Report to the Soticitor General of Canada on prison
Education programs) encouraged and recommended that the
principles of adult education be implemented in prison
education programs. However, alt.hough Canada had provided
Canada
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guidelines and recommèndations for this impJ.ementation,
their practice within prison institutions seems to have been
grossJ-y overlooked. The findings of the 1947 Gibson report
on the Àrchambault Royal Commission into penal services,
along r,rith more recent studies support this observation.
weir ( in Roberts , 1973) mentions that Gibson found that
education programs offered in federat penitentiaries
throughout Canada were disorganized and lacked any direction
or focus. He concluded that education was seen by prison
authorities as an activity
to preoccupy the inmates.
Further investigations in 1956, the Fauteaux Commission, and
in 1979, the Report to the Solicitor ceneral of Canada on
Canadian prison education programs, established that
education in Canada's federal prisons was inadequate. The
1956 Fauteaux RoyaI Commission concluded that education
programs in federaL penitentiaries were not organized, and
those programs being offered were perfunctory in essence,
offering littIe
if any real assistance to inmates (Owens,
1985), O.l.S,E (1979) made 106 recommendations regarding
prison education programs, many of which were based on the
principles of adult education. In the pas! decade, there
have been several arguments that the principles of adult
education must be applied to prison education programs
(Àyers, 1981b; BouIiane, 1985; Bouliane and Meunier 1986;
Duguid, 1981; Fox, 1986; O.I.S.E. ,1979; Shea, 1980).

b

Àrgumenls for the advancement of

the principles of adult
education within prison educa!ion programs go beyond the
historical recommendations and reports; they are also based
on the obvious notion tha! prisoners are adults !¡ith adult
needs and wants. These needs and wants can be associated
with adjusting to prison Iife,
or with wanting to do
something that may benefit them during their confinement
(Scrivastave, 1985). The needs of the adult prisoners may
be varied and individuaListic in nature. Some prisoners may
need assistance in adjusting to imprisonment, in dealing
with such reslrictions of the environment as a lack of
privacy, and in relating to fellow prisoners (Duguid, 197g).
For many inmates alienation from their families and loved
ones pJ-aces added strain on their situation.
In most
prisons visits from family or friends are restricted to one
meeting per month. Because of this l-ack of exposure to nelrs
from home many prisoners rely on letters for ',keeping in
touch".
However, Gold (1983) after surveying federal
prisons in Àmerica concludes that close to 80% of. prisoners
have difficulty with reading and writing. This inability to
read or l¡rite can either make prisoners activeì.y seek
literacy skiIls for communicating with their family, or
cause them to become more frustrated.
This frustration can
be exacerbated in respect of the prison environment and
restrictions.
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Prisoners face a regimented, institutionally structured
timetable whereby the monotony of institutional life becomes
predictable , calculated, and uneventful (BouIiane, 1985;
Glaser in Roberts, 1973). It is because of this routine
existence that justification for the implementation of adult
education in a prison context becomes more evident. Thê
justification
is based on both internal and external
perspectives, The external considerations deaL with the day
to day workings of the institution,
that is timetabling
classes provides a basis for structuring the prisoner's
activities.
Internal justifications for adult education in
prison relate to lhe needs of each individual prisoner.
This may include alleviating their sense of boredom or
providing a challenge to t.heir abilities.
Àdult education
can act as a stimulus for their self-esteem and
self-concept, and can direct
them to a sense of
understanding and purpose (ayers, 1981; Boulianê, 19g5i
Burkey, 1981 ; Nelson and Hockema, 1981 ) ,

The principles of adult education were formalized by
Knowles (1980) and have provided a foundation for many
researchers in the field r,¡ho have modified them because of
either their
learners' needs or because of specific
conditions in the organization that is hosting the adult
education program. The adult education principles are
founded on certain assumptions about adul! Iearning and
teaching. Knowles (1980) writes thaL t.he critical eLement

I
in any adult education program is what happens ¡,¡hen a
teacher comes face-to-face with a group of learners. Three
assumptions about Learning and teaching are (a) adults can
learn, (b) Iearning is an internal process and, (c) there
are superior conditions of Learning and principles of
leaching, It is this Latter assumption about adult teaching
and Learning that provides a foundation for the principles
of adult education. KnowLes (1980) contends that the
processes of aduLt learning involves certain conditions of
learning that ôre more conducive to groÌ¡th and development
than others. These superior conditions seem to be produced
by practices in the learning Leaching transaction Lhat
adhere to certain principles of teaching. The principles of
adult education according to Knowles (1980) are contained in
the following Table.

Table

1

Principles of Àdu1t Learninq and Teachinq.
Learning
.1

Teachi ng

. Learners feel a need to

1earn.

2. Learn ing environrnent is
characterised by comfort,
trust , respect, helpfulness,
freedom of expression and,
differences.

3. Learners perceive the
of learning to be theirs.

goai-s

4. Learners accept a share of
respons ibi 1i ty for planning and
operating learn ing experience.
5. Learners actively
participate.
6. Learning is relabed to
the learner's experience.

* Teacher exposes the learners
to new possibilities and
fulfilIment.
* Teacher helps the learners to
clarify their aspirations.
* Teacher assists the learner to
recognize the gap between their
aspi rat. ions and present 1eveL.
* Teachèr helps the learners
ident i fy the problems they
experience because of the gaps.
't Provision of physical conditions
that are comfortable and conducive
to interact ion.
* Accepting the learners as persons
of worth and respects their
feelings and ideas.
* Seeks to build relationships
of trust and heJ-pf ulness.
Encourages c o-ope ra t i ve
activities.
* Contributes resources as a
co-learner for mutual enquiry.
* Involves the learners in mutual
process in formulat ing learning
objectives.
i, Shares thinking about options
in designing of learning and
select ion of material.s and
methods that involves the learners
* Teachers helps the Learners to
organize themseLves for sharing
mutua l- enqu i ry .
* Help the learners use their own
experiences as resources f or
learning.
* Gears presentation to the
experience levels of the

.1

0

learners.

tr Helps Lhe learners to apply
new

learnings to their

experience.

7. Learners have a sense of
progress toward lheir goaJ-s

* Involves the learners in
mutually determined mea sures
for evaluat ion.
* Helps the learners develop
and apply se1f-evaLuaLion ba sed
on these criteria.

(Adapted from Knowles, 1980. p, s7-58

)

Brookfield (1986) r,¡rites that what has become clear in
the study of the concept of adult education is tha! it is
not at aII fixed or immutable, as some might believe. This
notion of flexibility can benefit each individual learner
and also assist prison educat.ors in light of the variance of
the acadenic needs of each prisoner, In addition, the adult
education principles can be of assistance to the prison
educators by enhancing their teaching skill-s for working
with adults in a unique environment.
Given that prisoners and the prison institution offer
prison educators unique challenges in relation to the
restricitions
of the environment and the academic
characteristics of the prisoners, it can be argued that the
guidelines and principles offered by Knowles ( 1980) r¡iIl
assist the prison educators to meet these challengès. This
notion could ansr¡er the criticism that prison educators lack
training as purported by Hudson (1981). He argues that many
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teachers are not prepared for working with prisoners because
they have not been exposed to training techniques for

vorking with this unique clientele in a special environment.
Furthermore, O.I.S.E. (1979) concludes that the nature of
prisons requires that prison educators have opportunities to
participate in teacher training programs geared to this
unique worId, The report reveals that there are no training
programs in Canada designed to prepare leachers for the
special Lasks involved in prison education. Hence, the
problem of a unique population needing speciaLly trained
education personnel exists.
The necessity for the
impLementation of the adult education principì.es in prison
education programs is warranted because they are beneficial
in guiding prison educators when working with the adult
prisoner population. Bouliane (1985) suggests that as
prisoners have demonstrated specific and unique needs, needs
to which the principles of adul-t education attempt to cater,
the rational-e for adult education in a prison context
becomes evident. However, the needs of prisoners are
individual i st ic and vary significantly.
The variance in prisoner needs is

influenced by their
negative attitudes towards education. This is primarily due
to their previous educational experiences, as reported in
research by GoLd (1983), Grainge and Kemp (1981), O.I.S.E
(1979) and Roberts (1968). Awareness of each prisoners'
attitude towards education can influence how an educator
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chooses to work ¡,¡ith them, or they can induce negative
attitudes tolrards the prisoners in general. Understanding
and implement ing the adult educat ion pr inc iples can
alleviate the negative attitudes that may have emerged and
can provide necessary guidelines for teaching each prisoner.
Hoe¡ever, such implemèntation wiLl be difficult.

of the restrictions and limitations of the prison
envi ronment ,
the implementat ion of the adult educat ion
principle which deals with providing a conducive environment
to Iearning can be impeded. Kno¡,¡Ies (1980) suggesEs that a
conducive learning environment is characterized by the
teacher providing comfortabte physicat conditions. ÀIso,
the teacher attempts to provide an atmosphere of trust and
helpfulness and contributes resources in the spirit of
mutual inquiry.
Because

The prison educators' perceptions with regard to their

responsibility of providing a conducive Iearning environment
are that it may be impossible in relation to the limitations
of the institution.
The buildings are characterized by
bars, locks, and guards. The nature of prisons and their
obvious physical resÈrictions which include bars on the
classroom windows, the prisoners not being permitted to move
from one area to another and, the constant surveillance and
checking by the guards, do not allow for the provision of a
relaxed, informal learning envi ronment.
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The restrictions of the prison institution

place obvious
constraints on providing a conducive learning environment.
Other elements which can affect the nature of the learning
environment are the attitudes,
behaviours, and previous
educational experiences of the prisoners. Duguid (1979)
reports that many prisoners have previousJ.y failed in
education ¡.¡hich can affect their present attitude toward
learning. rina11y, the everyday workings of the institution
can also affect the Learning environment. prisoners are
often called to attend to lawyer or family visits, judiciary
requirements involving either parole hearings or court
appearances, and punishment procedures which can include
solitary confinement or the withdrawal of some privileges.
The adulL education principle of

sharing responsibility

for planning and operating a learning experience may aJ.so be
very difficult to implement in prisons. This principle is
characterized by the teacher sharing his or her thinking
about options available in designing the learning
experiences and the selection of materials and melhods. It
involves the Iearners in dec iding among those opt ions
jointly (Knorvles, 1980 ) .
The teacher al-so assists the
Learners to organize themselves to share in the process of
mutual inquiry.
The difficulties
perceived in implementing
the principle of sharing the learning process can be due in
part to the prisoners' previous educational experiences and
attainment levels.
Additional influences involve the

'1
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variance and multiplicity
of the educationaL needs and
attitudes held by most prisoners.
Some prisoners may
demonstrate major problems in educational classes, for
example, illiteracy.
This would lead to a perception that
the prison educator maintain fulI responsibility for the
Iearning process. Further perceptions regarding sharing the
learning process are that prison educators can perceive that
because of a poor educational record, a prisoner may not be
interested in pursuing any educational programs. This may
result in the prison educator perceiving that his/her role
is central and authoritarian in !he learning situation, and
that he or she is responsible for the planning and
implementation of a1I educational programs.
1.1.1

PurÞose

of the Studv

In the past, through the process of Royal Commissions and
reports to the Solicitor General of Canada recommendations
that education programs in a prison context be based on the
principles of adult education have been advocated. However,
even though much of the recent research in prison education
continues to advocate that the principles of adult education
be implemented in prison education programs, it appears that
there may be some difficulty in incorporating the principles
of adult education into a prison environment. Determining
if there is any difficulty
in teaching in a prison
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environment and exactLy what the difficulties

are can be
researched in many different v¡ays. The purpose of this
study is to undertake a qualitative investigation r¡ith
prison educators from the Stony Mountain federal
penitentiary to establish how the prison educaLors have
difficulties
implementing two of Knowles' (1980) seven
principJ.es of adult education.
The principles in guestion
are:

) The establishment of an environment
conducive to learning and sharing the Learning
process. The ideal learning environment is
characterized by physical comfort, mutual trust
and respect, mutual helpfulness, freedom of
expression, and acceptance of differences.
(1

(2) Sharing the learning process.
This involves the learners' acceptance of a share
of the responsibility for planning and operating a
Iearning experience, and therefore having a
commitment to it.
This study also considered whether the adopted teaching
strategies, that is those actions and behaviours reporÈed by
the prison educators, !¡ere compatibl.e r¡ith these trvo
principles.
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Research Ouestions

Research in prison education indicates that teaching
programs are influenced by both the leveLs of educational
experience hei.d by the inmates, and the physical. environment
of the prison (Corcoran, 1984). In addition, Forster (1981)
and Hudson (1981) suggest that many prison educators are not

trained to work with these unique clients in a unique
environment. when working with adults, attempts must be
made to foster a comfortable and supportive learning
environment (grookfield,
1986; Council for Continuing
Education; 1984; Knowles, 1980). Ho\,¡ever, because of the
physical limitations of the prison institution and the
purpose of prisons being predisposed to security,
deterrence, and punishment, these conditions may not allow
for the implementation of the adult education principle of
providing a conducive, comfortable, supportive Iearning
environment. In addition, many prisoners have negative
attitudes toward and experiences with education. Therefore,
sharing responsibility for learning experiences may be
difficult to implement. Consequently, it ¡,¡as necessary to
establ i sh:

1. what strategies are used by prison educators to
ascertain the prisoner's attitudes towards and experiences
with

educat i on ?
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2,

How does the prison environment affect the
implementation of the adult education principle of providing
a Ìearning environment that is comfortable, supportive, and
conduc ive to learning?
The principle
responsibility for

of encouraging learners to share
planning and operating a learning
experience breaks from the traditional understanding of the
teacher being solely responsible for the learning process
(Knowles, 1980), 1t has also been reported that many adult
learners, due to their previous Learning experiences, expect
the role of the teacher to be central and authoriLarian
(Knowles, 1980; Darkenwald and Merriam, 1984). Therefore,
it was importanL to consider:
3.

do the prison educators use ¡,¡hen
implementing strategies reJ.evant Lo the Iearner's sharing
responsibility for planning and working through the learning
What methods

process?

1.1.3 Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study the following definitions
were used:

Àdu1t Education - The foIlowing definition put for!¡ard
by Ðarkenwald and Merriam (1982) wiII be used,
"Adult
education is the process whereby persons whose major social

roles

are characteristic

of

adult status

undertake
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systematic and sustained learning activities
for the
purposes of bringing about changes in knowledge, attitudes,
values or ski lIs" (p.3).
Conducive learning environment - Knowles' (19g0)
characteristics of a conduc ive learning environment were
used in this study. They include: the environment is
physically comfortable; the learners are accepted as people
of worlh whose ideas and feelings are to be respected;
relationships are built on trust and helpf uJ.ness; and there
is co-operation in the process of learning.
Prisoners - Since this study is focussing on a Federal
institution,
prisoners will refer to those individuals who
face confinement for at Least a minimum of 2 years.
Prison Education - Education carried out in the prison
setting. It may include, academic, vocationaL, remedial and
socialization programs.
Sharing the learning process - The principle involves
sharing the thinking of options for learning, evaluation,
Iearning materials and teaching strategies to be used l¡ith
the learners (Knowles, 1 980 ) .
Teacher Percept ions - I ntui t ive , mental awareness of
the learning environment based on the teacher,s involvement
and obsèrvations of the learning environment.
Teaching Style - Actions or behaviours demonstraled in
the teaching environment to facilitate learning.
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1.1.4

Limitations of the Studv

This study investigated two adult education principles
used by prison educators at the Stony Mountain
Med i um/t"ta x imum federal penitentiary,
Located in Manitoba,
Canada. The two principles are (a) an environment conducive
to learning and, (b) sharing the learning process. These
specific principles were investigated in Iight of. the
restrictive nature of the prison environment and the
diversity of the educational characteristics and needs of
prisoners.

The study is a review of ten prison educator's
perceptions of the adult education principles pertaining to
the learning environment and lhe sharing of the learning
process practiced at the Stony Mountain Institution.
The
percephions may be biased in relation to the interviewing
process and because of the obvious limitations associated
with the implementation of lhe principles in a prison
context,
Furthermore, the prison educators at lhis institution

are

vocational instructors, university professors, and academic
teachers. Because there are three separate categories of
educational personnel invoLved in educational programs at
the Stony Mountai.n federal penitentiary, the results may
only be appLicable to that particular category.
That is,
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professor perceptions may only be applicable to the
university professors and not to the vocational instructors.
Orqanization of the Thesis

The thesis consists of six chapters.
Chapter One
presents the introduction, background informa!ion concerning
prison education in Canada, rationale for the purpose of the
study, the research questions to be investigated, and the
limitations of the study. Chapter Two contains a review of
pertinent literature.
Chapler Three presents the design of
the study which includes data collection, description of lhe
population, and the sources of information. Chapter Four
presents the data results which substantiate those adult
educaLion principles deaLing with sharing a responsibitity
for learning and the learning environment at the Stony
Mountain federal penitentiary.
Chapter Five presents the
analysis of the data. This involves the presentation of
themes and/or issues arising from the interviews.
Chapter
Six presents the conclusions of the study,
with
recommendations based on the issues that emerged from the
research.
Implications for further research are also
presented.

Chapter I I
REVIEW OF THE LI TERÀTURE

historical perspective, education in Canadian
federal penitentiaries has been recognized since 1879. Weir
(in Roberts, 1973 ) notes that in 1879 Canada published .Lhe
Justice Minister's Report of penitentiaries.
prison
education at this particular time included the adherence to
the rules and regulations of the prisons, togeLher with the
enforcement of strict discipline. Oni-y those convicts noted
for good behaviour after three months conf inement !¡ere
permitt.ed to take classes. The opportunity to attend school
was considered one of the highest rewards that could be
bestowed on convicts, as it withdre\,¡ them from the work
gangs and was believed by prison authorities to be necessary
for "spiritual developmenL and enlightenment" (Weir, 1973).
Owens (1985) writes that during the 19th century, prison
education v¡as concerned r.¡ith spiritual developmenl and that
cLasses !¡ere the responsibility of the prison chaplain. At
this time, because of the dominance of religion in prison
education programs, problems with the perfunctory and
elementary leveIs of education offered to the prisoners, in
conjunction with the small number of participants in
programs began to arise.
Hor¡ever, these problerns were not
addressed officially until Lhe 1930's.
From an
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In 1932, A.H. MacCormick wrote The Education of Àdult
Prisoners.
After surveying over 200 penal institutions
throughout the United States of Àmerica, MacCormick produced
a definitive exposition on prisons, !ogether ¡+ith a
rationaLe for the need for education programs for adult
prisoners. It was MacCormick who introduced the notion of
adult education in the prison context by suggesting that
education for prisoners must be "adultized,'.
uis premise
Ì,¡as based on prisoners being adults, vrith adult interests,
concepts and experiences. The argument for education to be
"aduLtized" came Lo Canada four years later.
The
Àrchanbaul-t RoyaI Commission (1936) recommended a complete
re-organization of the educational sysLem in Canadian
federal penitentiaries.
It proposed a weIl rounded program
based on the principles of adult education: "Education
programs are to be structured to meet the nèêds, interests,
and abilities on an individual basis of the potential
student body, the majority of whom were found to be
academically undereducated, vocationalLy unskilLed, and
culturalLy deprived" (cited by Weir, Þ.43 in RoberLs, 1973).
The

ions from the 1936 Archambault Royal
Commission led ho Canada being seen as a ¡,¡orld Leader in
recognizing the educational and cultural deprivations of
prisoners. However, in 1947 GeneraL Gibson reported that
the extent to which the Àrchambautt (1936) recommendations
had been implemented was minimal (BouIiane, 198S). Gibson's
recommendat
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(1947) findings were later verified in f956, when Canada
undertook another major investigation into its prisons.
The Fauteux Royal Commission on the Canadian penal
Services ( 1956) expressed dissatisfaction with prison
conditions. nuring this period, education was recognized as
one of the major discipJ-ines used in the total correctionaL
process. Ho$rever, gross deficiencies in implementing and
organizing classes prevaited. The Fauteux Royal Commission
(1956) stressed the necessity "to provide programs of adul!
education that would contribute to the maturaLion of those
inmates exposed to it, provide programs of vocational
training designed to teach the occupational skitls required
to compete in the labor market, and ¡,¡hile so doing,
hopefulLy bring about changes in behaviours and attitude to
the extent that substantial numbers of inmates who enter
federal institutions each year would avoid wasting the
remainder of their lives in the shadow world of the
criminal" (Weir p,45, in Roberts, 1973).
The recommendations made by the Fauteaux RoyaI Commission
(1956) concerning prison education programs did not appear

to have been applied r,¡ithin Canadian federaL penitentiaries,
as r,¡as reported by the 1977 Report of the House of Commons.
The report commented substantially on education programs
provided in prison institutions and ât this tirne the
existing programs were severeJ.y criticized.
The criticism
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the argument that over the years education had
been seen as a time filling activity,
Its main purpose was
to relieve boredom or to provide basic skill training for
employment. However, the curricuLum and the qualifications
of the instructors were found wanting (Bouliane, 1985).
was based on

T}le 1977 Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs

found that Canadian federal prison educators lacked
sufficient teacher training and that in many institutions,
the educational curriculum was aimed at alleviating prisoner
monotony. In order to deal with the problem, the Adult
Education Ðepartment of O.I.S.E, was given â mandate by the
Solicitor General to study the state of education in
Canadian federal prisons, and to make recommendations for
improvements to Lhe existing educational prograns. Bouliane
(1985) notes that o,I.S.E. (1979) made 106 specific
recommendations among which were to raise funds allocated
for educat ion, to operate alI programs based on the
principLes of adult education, to co-ordinate programs with
provincial education authorities, and !¡here nècessary, to
follow the directions and regulations of the provincial
education authorit iès.
Historically it can be seen that Canada has made numerous
and substantive investigations concerning adult education
and its role in prisons.
A major criticism is that,
although recognition and recommendations have come forth,
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the Canadian prison authorities have been slow or did
attempt to put the recommendations into practice.

not.

is possible to discuss the implementation of
the principles of aduLt education in a prison context, it is
important to have an understanding of the nature of prisons.
Shea (1980) argues that many objectives and goals are most
difficult to achieve in prison because of the influence of
the intent and philosophy of prisons, There is no use
talking about theories of adult education unless one
understands the nature of prisons.
Before it

THE PURPOSE OF PRI

SONS

Traditionally the prison institution has been viewed as
the place r¡here criminals are sent to be punished. Glaser
(in Roberts, 1973) suggests that the fear of punishment was
supposed to reform the convicted offender and act as a
deterren! for other would-be offenders. Roberts(1973) notes
that historicatly,
dealing with criminals has been based on
the three R's: revenge, restraint and reformation. The
overriding understanding of the purpose of prisons is to
punish. However, some researchers suggest that there are
additional purposes.
The notions of

punishment and deterrence in

addilion to
the protection of society extend the roles of the prison
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advocated by Fitzgerald (1977).

Elaborating on these roles
Gordon (1973) r,¡rites that the need to protect society is
based on indications that roughly half of the inmates return
to prison eventually, as more than 80% of what is considered
"serious crime" is committed by repeaLers. The objectives
of deterrence and punishment are somewhat self explanatory.
Fitzgerald (1977) suggests that deterrence is based on the
idea that if certain acts are followed by a great deal of
unpLeasantness, there is a strong chance that people wiII
refrain from such acÈs, and tha! punishment is the 'raison
d'etre' of prison. It is a very basic idea that people must
'pay' for their wrong doing. The role of rehabilitation has
emerged only recently.
The early 20th century according to claser

(in Roberts,
1973) is the period when a fourth "R" as a purpose of
prisons was introduced: rehabilitation.
Fitzgerald (1977)
argues that rehabilitation is a modern function of prisons
seen as a necessary replacement of the gaì-J-ows, and as a
necessary consideration in respec! of consLant and
increasing prisoner popuLations. Howèver , Glaser ( in
Roberts, 1973) suggests the format, intent, and purpose of
rehabilitation offered great promise for the present and
future re-socialization of the offender. The intent of the
rehabilitative process was primarily based on humanistic
values.
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The objective of rehabiLitation in prisons involves
improving the individual so as to enable his/her return to
society to Lead a good and useful Iife (Duguid, .l 9g1 ;
Fosterr1981; Fox, 1986). Many researchers argue that
education is an appropriate vehicle for restoring a prisoner
back into society as lhe theoretical assumption behind all
the education programs is that if becoming a criminaÌ is
primarily a learning process, so too is the remaking of
(Corcoran, 198q). This prenise is
useful citizens
rationalized by MacCormick (1932) who writes that the tools
of education, while no guarantee of good character and
appropria!e non-criminaL behaviour, are a powerful aid for
forming or transforming criminality;
the education of
prisoners offers one of the very real hopes for their
rehabilitation.
Based on this position, the purpose of
imprisonment according to Hudson (199j) is not so much to
punish the offender but to rehabilitate him/her from his/her
propensity for crime through education.
Although arguments for education as a rehabilitative
stratègy for prisoners is recognized by many practitioners
and government authorities, Corcoran (1984) and Fox (1996)
suggest that society continues to maintain the attitude that
prisoners must be punished. There is no doubt that society
in general is ignorant of the rehabilitative procedures and
purposes of education programs within prisons. This lack of
knowledge is exploited through i11-informed newspaper
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articles r+hich use sensationaLizing tactics when reporting
on prisons or prisoners. This adverse publicity perpetuates
the notion that prisoners must be punished (Roberts, 196g).
But soc iety can play a significant role in prisoner
rehabilitation.
O.I.S.E, (1979) reports that as a socieLy
we set a very high vaJ.ue on the freedom of the individual.
The inmate is deprived of this
freedom through
incarceration, and from that deprivation f lor¡ aII of the
negative aspects of prison tife.
One such negative aspect
is time. Shea (1980) suggests that time is the main
preoccupation for inmates. The impact and influence of time
within the institution can have immeasurable effects on a
prisoner's adjustment to the day to day functions of the
pr i son envi ronment

2.2

.

THE PRISON ENVIRONMENT'S EFFECT ON LEARNING

Fitzgerald (1977) writes that prisons were buitt with one
prisoners are considered risky and
intention, security.
untrustworthy in society and as a consequence, they are
withdrawn from society and placed in prison for punishment
in order to make society safe.
Àyers (j9g1b) supports
Fitzgerald in his claim that the aim of prisons appears Lo
be pragmatic custody and contro]This notion Ieads to
problems arising ¡,rith regards to the provision of a
conducive learning environment. Furthermore, Bouliane (19g5)
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reports that the massive \,¡aIls, bars, fences, and gun towers
do not provide a very happy atmosphere for learning.
Providing an aLmosphere for learning based on Knowles'
(1980) principles of adutt education is the responsibility
of prison educators, and Jepson (in Forster, 1991) suggests
that the prison environment plays a major role in respect of
its territorial delineations and boundaries. The boundaries
can af fect the leacher when attempt ing to establ i sh
relationships with
both prisoners
and officiaLs.
Elaborating on the issue of the prison environment and its
effects on teachers, Corcoran (1984) writes that the most
urgent problem for the teacher is coping lrith the slresses
caused by the prison security system. The prison educator
must learn to deal with the el-ec!ronic gates, the
surveillance cameras, the bars, and the restrictions.

Obviously the physical attribuLes of the prison
environment can influence the atmosphere for learning. Shea
(1980) argues that prisons are closed and abnormaL
environments where sensory deprivation and monotony are a
way of 1ife. Furthermorè, learning and growth are adversely
affected by a fack of enrichment in the prisoner's daily
1ife. KendaIl (in RoberLs, 1973) writes that the setting is
the most obvious difference between prison education and
public education. It can be summed up as bars versus open
doors and windo¡,¡s.
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It is obvious environmental security influences are a
major deterrance to education within the prison,
This
observation is supported by Burger (j972) who concludes that
although rehabilitation of críminals is presumably the major
purpose of prison institutions,
the custody of criminals is
actualLy its major task. Too many present day prisons
sLress punishment instead of rehabilitaLion. Furthermore,
Bouliane (1985) suggests that securiÈy is the overriding
preoccupation in pr i sons.
Vi rtually
everything else,
including education, is secondary. The inmates, regimented
and under constant close supervision, are treated more like
recalcitran! adol-escents than adults. Not only have they
lost their freedom, but they have aLso lost the right to
make many decisions that others take for granled.
The deprivation of nany righLs and privileges together

with the restrictive,
depressing eì,rironm"nt can affect a
prisoner's attitude toward the institution and his/her
willingness to pursue rehabiLitative programs such as
education. It is necessary therèfore to appreciate those
behaviours and attiLudes which are commonly held by many
prisoners. This awareness provides prison educators wiLh a
greater understanding of those influences which can affect a
prisoner in the educational setting.

2.3

PRISONER BEHAVIOURS ANÐ ÀT'TI TUDES TOWÀRD EDUCÀTION

Developing a desire to "get out and never come back"
leads some prisoners to rationalize the necessity for skilI
acquisition in a setected educational program so as to
compete for jobs upon release. Hence the goaJ.s of J.earni.ng

are theirs,
and they progress toward their goals by
participating actively in the Iearning process (FitzgeraId,
1977) .
Many prisoners, because of their
previous
educational or occupational experiences are influenced to
choose learning pursuits !¡ith which they are familiar
(Ðuguid, 1979; cold, 1983; and crainge and Kemp, 1981;
MacCormick, 1932) i
for example, some prisoners have ¡,¡orked
in occupations which coincide with the vocational programs
offered in prisons. They choose these classes to either
maintain or upgrade their ski11s.
Another reason for
selecting a familiar course is the fear of exposure of their
weaknesses. Prisoners perceive that this exposure can lead
to teasing from other inmates, and can affect their status
or confidence within the prison environment (Shea, 1990).
Às a result a prisoner's previous educational achievements
can significantly affect his/her attitude and reasons for
choosing to participate or not to participate in education
programs. This problem can be overcome if a policy of
sharing the learning process is adopted.
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The adult education principle concerning sharing the
learning process can allow prisoners to explore other
courses or programs by broaden i ng the i r att i tude and
understanding of education and its function. This is
achieved through discussions, inquiry and explanations as to
the purpose, intent and benefits to be gained from education
programs.
This information could perhaps stimulate
prisoners to venture into a new or less familiar area of
interest,
As a consequence, his/her self-confidence and
self-esteem can increase.

Every prisoner's behaviours and attitudes
toward
education is unique. They are based on their life history,
development and maturation. prisoners' views and attitudes
to!¡ard education can be determined by examining numerous
external and internal influences.
A number of prisoners
hold a negative attitude toward education because they
perceive it to be a method of control . Roberts (196g)
lrrites that prisoners view the conformity in education as
being aligned to the conformity they have rejected in
society; hence, many see education as contemptibte. This is
supported by Nelson and Hockema (1981) who suggest that
prisoners are resistant to teaching, which they see as
èssentially the teaching of middlè class norms, the norms of
their oppressors. The notion of education being perceived
as a form of control is also discussed by Jepson (in
Forster, 1981). He concludes that prisoners believe t.he aim
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of education is control, whereas the prison authorities
simply ¡rant to give the prisoners something to do.
For many prisoners the negative attitude toward education

can in part be due to their previous educational
experiences.
Approximately 80% of prisoners have
educational records which indicate failure (DeI1'Apa, 1973;
Goldr1983; Grainge and Kemp, 1981). The impact of the
failure according to Grainge and Kemp (in Forster, 1991) is
that anyone r¡ho has failed at school and is caught breaking
the Laç is often reluctant to open himseLf to the
possibility of failing yet again in education. In addition,
O.I.S.E. (1979) makes reference to the high concentration of
individuals in prison who have in some way "failed" at
school. The report suggests that choosing education may be
met with relief at having another chance, or it may be
avoided and víewed r,¡ith hostility.
Some prisoners perceive
education as control; others fear education because it could
expose them to more failure.
Additional prisoner behaviours concerning education
emanate from their interpersonal skitls.
Roberts (1969) and
Goldin and Thomas (1984) report the existence of negative
interaction processes by prisoners.
This is demonstrated
by teasing and taunting their fel1or+ inmates. Roberts
(1968) contends that the stigma of failure carries over from
past experiences into present prograrns. prisoners are alrare
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that if their failure becomes known they will suffer a drop
in Lheir social status, and be the butt for jibes from
others. In addition, Go1din and Thomas (1994) in their
observations of a prison class reported that v¡hen one
student responded to a teacher's question, indicating he had
read for the class, many others started berating and
threatening the student.
As a result,
a potentially
volatile situation arose and the responding student became
distraugh!. The student intended to drop the class but ¡,¡as
persuaded to remain. It was reported that he no 1onger
part ic ipated in class discussions.
Teasing and disruptive behaviours demonstrated by
prisoners may be aligned to their personaJ_ity and
äxperiences. However, Forster (1981) and Johnson (in
Roberts, 1973) suggest that disruptive and teasing
behaviours attempt to aLleviate the boredom of 'surviving' a
J.ong sentence, or the teasing presents an opportunity for
variety !¡ithin a drab and monotonous existence. It is held
that the disruptive behaviour relieves the stress associated
$'iLh the prison environment. In attempting to explain
reasons for specific prisoner behaviours Roberts (1969)
suggests that many prisoners have inadequate personalities
and are dêpendent on others for information. Unsure of whom
to approach, fearful of ridicule and contempt, sorne
prisoners retire behind the sullen image they erect for
protection and regard the prison world !rith suspicion.
Ðemonstrations of indifference and moodiness are common.
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Most prisoners show their attitudes toward education
through their moods. Many are bitter
about their
confinement or sentence and are not impressed wiLh any
efforts to accommodate their educational needs. This lack
of enthusiasm is attributed to those externaÌ influences
associated with the world outside of the prison.
Shea
( 1980) writes that the happenings on the
"outside" are
intensified in prison. The r+orkings and functions within
the prison environment can lead to many prisoners
experiencing mood swings. Their moodiness can be triggered
by impending parole hearings, visits, Letters, loss of
privileges or transfers. In addition, many prisoners are
bitter because they have been rejected.
They are often
suspicious of anyone who offers them assistance, friendship,
and help.

Prisoners are under a considerable amount of stress,
which may lead to various coping sLrategies or behaviours.
Chenault (in Roberts, 1973 ) notes that the stresses may be
psychiatric in nature, brought about by being stripped of
their personal possessions, freedoms, soci.al contact, and
respect. Corcoran (1984) writes that the experience of
prison greatly increases psychologicaL stress, which in turn
has numerous effects on the operation of educaÈional
pro9rams.

3b

The problems associated r+ith prisoner attitudes torrards

education are numerous, and there are no easy explanations
or ways to deal r,¡ith them. Researchers have suggested that
one r,¡ay of overcoming prisoner's negative attitudes tor,rards

education is

through motivation, aJ.though Dell'Apa (1973)
!¡arns that many prisoners lack motivation for Iearning.
Honever, there are benefits to be gained if deliberate
attempts to motivate the prisoners are made according to
Grainge and Kemp ( in Forster, 198 l ) .
They suggest that

prisoner motivation is the one factor which can overcone
problems of apathy, disinterest and fear. Furthermore,
Grainge and Kemp ( in Forster, 1981 ) contend that ho!¡ever
limited the motivaLion is, it is invaLuabte to each prisoner
because as he achieves one goal he may set himself something
harder. Motivating any student is challenging; ho!¡ever, the
variance in prisoner behaviours and attitudes toward
education adds greater impetus on the strategies for
motivation.
Shea (1980)

writes that the behaviours demonstrated by
most prisoners in educational programs are varied and
comparable to behaviours demonstrated by high school
st.udents. Ignatieff (1981) argues that the criminal
personality consistenLly chooses according to a 'retarded'
or regocentric' or 'deficient' calculus. Consequently this
variance in personality traits has innumerable implications
for a prisoner's behaviour paLterns in educational- programs.
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Explanations as to the choice of behaviours by prisoners in
an education sett.ing have been researched by Ayers (1991b)

Clark (1985), Ross (1981), and Ross and Fabiano (19g1).
They have reported that many prisoners have cognitive skitl
delays which may have impeded their progress in learning as
¡velI as stimulated their
negative behaviours,
The
inf l-uences of these cognitive delays have significant
impacts on attempts to determining those problems
experienced by prisoners with education.
Ross ( 1981 ) contends that most offenders demonstrate
deficiencies in cognitive functioning (Lack of reasoning
ability) which impairs their ability for effective social
adaptation and places them at risk for criminal activity.
In addition, Ross and Fabiano (1981) suggest that crimes may
be committed by peopJ.e who have not learned to Learn and
thus they tend to repeat their errors (crimes) over and over
again. These people do not process information in the same
vray as others and as a result,
apply a different set of
meanings to Èhe wor1d. Ross (1991) suggests that
identifying these cognitive functioning deficiencies and
their remediation through educational programs may be a
criticaL factor in rehabilitation for a Iarge proportion of
the adult offender population. Àccording to Àyers (19g1b),
the rehabilitation process in respect of the cognitive
deficiencies would entail the imparting of certain soci.al

skills through intensive interactions with a variety of
staff and peers in the learning situation.
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Prison educators are cautioned against the dangers of
prisoners holding a negative, hostile attitude toward
education. O.I.S.E. (1979') warns Lhat negative attitudes
and behaviours and lack of effort and indifference on Lhe
part of certain inmates are desLructive to the entire
educational process. If quality performance is not demanded
the educational process will be of IittIe
real vaIue.
Prisoners demonstrate numerous attitudes and behaviours
toeard education which can uLtimately effect the notion of
education in prisons in general. This may in part be duè to
the prisoner's educational characteristics; therefore it is
appropr iate
to
ascerta in
the
typical
educat ional
character i st ic s of pr i soners.
2.4

PRISONER DUCÀTIONAL CHÀRACTERI STI

The educational characteristics of

CS

prisoners is the most
proLific research area in the field of prison education and
the dominant characteristic is that of illiteracy.
In the
United States of Àmerica, the Bureau of prisons estimates
that up to 50% of. prisoners can neither read nor writè
(Reagen and Stoughton, 1976). Canadian figures are sinilar
BouLiane (1985) notes that there are approximately 12,500
inmates held in the 59 federal penitentiaries across Canada.
Approximately 70% of these prisoners are high school drop
outs. Ànother 7% on the prisoners are native.
The
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significance of iIlíteracy
in prisons has been reported by
Morris (in Roberts, 1973), Eckenrode (in Roberts, 1973),
DelI'Àpa (1973),
GoId (1983), and BouLiane (1986).
Eckenrode (in Roberts, 1973 ) suggests that learning to read
and write are essenLial for most prisoners because acquiring
such skills not onfy prepares Lhe individual to work in a
respectable occupation, but also assists in the ability to
make friends and cope with daily problems.
While the high incidence of

iJ.literacy is considered a
common educational characteristic of prisoners in generaJ.,
Kidd (1981) suggests that the range of intelligence r¡ithin
the prison population is comparable to a grade eight leveì.
¡vhich is the Canadian norm. Resutts from such studies
should be viewed from the perspective of the time in which
the study was undertaken. Ho¡,¡ever, an additional common
educationaL characteristics of prisoners deals r¡ith their
high school experiences.
GeneraJ.ì.y many prisoners are high school drop outs
(oe11'epa, 1973; Roberts, 1g?3; Shea, 19BO). Roberts (1973)

reports that over 85% of. prisoners in the United States
dropped out of school on or before lheir 16th birthday.
In
addition, Shea (1980) r,¡rites that mosL inmates have dropped
out of school at an early age and because of the high value
our socieLy places on education, quitting does much to f orrn
a failure identity.
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Àdditional educational characLeristics of prisoners
include low intelligence and Iearning disabilities.
The
prisoner population is characterized by gross education
deficiencies, It has been estimated that the typical inmate
functions two or three grade levels betow the compJ.eted
level in school (cold, 1983).
In Canada , 40% of federal
prisoners are functionally illiterate
and of the 12,500
prisoners in federal prisons about 3,200 are participating
in education programs (1986, December. Winnipeq Free
Press ) .
The typical
educational characterisLics of
prisoners according to Forster (1981) incLude: (a) Iow leveI
of educa!ional attainment, (b) very low intelligence, (c)
short term attention span, (d) dyslexiar or reading
disability; and (e) poor 1ong Lerm memory.
In gleaning the relevant research on the educational
characteristics of prisoners it can be concluded that
typically inmates have completed no more than 10 school
grades and function two to three grade J.evels below that
completed. Many prisoners have major literacy problems
which affect their learning abilities.
Because of their
poor educational history and lack of competencies, they may
have a very negative attitude toward any educational
programs offered them. It is necessary therefore to
appreciate the role and significance of education in
enhancing and developing prisoner rehabilitation.

2.5

RÀTIONALE FOR EDUCATION

The overriding

IN

justification

PR]SONS

for education programs in
prisons is to prepare the prisoner for a successful return
to the community at large. Arguments supporting education
as a necessary process for preparing the prisoner to return
to society are nunerous (BouIiane, 1995; C1ark, 1gg4;
Forster, 1981; Fox, 1981; Knights, 1991; Lee, 1973; Ler,¡is
and McKechnie, 1981; Maccornick, 1932; Nelson and Hockema,
1981i o.I.S.E. report to the Solicitor General , 197g; Shea,
1980 ) .
The basic premise of alL the reports is that
education provides prisoners with the necessary skills
and/or knowledge which will assist them in attempting to
secure empLoyment, as opposed to pursuing criminal activity.
In additi.on, there are underlying benefits to be gained from
prison education programs. The benefits include fiscal and
monetary gains for the government, in that education
programs are not as costly to run and administer as a plant
operation in the prison. Bouliane (1995) reports that
keeping prisoners behind bars is costly.
The total budget
f or
Canadian penitentiaries
f or 1995 r,¡as cLose to
$500,000 r000 per year, that is, approximateLy g O,000 per
inmate. Education programs can assist in reducing these
costs according to Ross and Fabiano (1991) because education
decreases recividism.
They concluded that prisoner
educational involvement has effectively
reduced the
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recidivism of those institutionarized offenders invoLved in
education programs to approximately 50%. Most of the
offenders were chronic recidivists ¡,¡ith long histories of
ser ious c r imi nal behaviour.
Àn additional rationaLe for education in prison is based
on humanitarian goals and liberation for prisoners. This

can be achieved through their
becoming atr,are of the
necessary rules and laws of society.
As a consequence, the
prisoner is enlightened Ì,Jith the notion of justice and
fairness for mankind which leads to the prisoner attaining
growth, development, understanding and acceptance (Duguid,
1981 )

.

Education in prison can be justified

in respect of the
many êxplanations for criminal behaviour, one of which is
that prisoners demonstrate cognitive deficiencies ¡,¡hich can
lead to criminaliLy. However, because this explanation has
never enjoyed wide support according to Ross (19g1), it has
been argued that the Lack of evidence for Learning
disability and crime does not deny that a l-arge number of
offenders have learning disabilities.
The existence of
learning disabilities demonstrated byprisoners justifies
educationaL programs because they produce cognitive
development, which in turn produces better reasoning
capabilities. The reasoning capabilities can provide the
prisoner with rational thinking paLterns and can aLlow the
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prisoner an opportunity to move away from criminal activity
(Duguid, 198'1 ; Ross and Fabiano, 1981; Nelson and Hockema,
1981).

Ànolher consideration for providing education programs in
prisons according to Johnson (in Roberts, 1g'13) is that
educational deficiency interferes with social part!.cipation

and relegates a person to social inferiority.
Many
researchers have established that education deals with the
development and change of human behaviour through learning,
and provides vital sociaL integration skiIIs (GLaser in
Roberts, 1973; Maccormick, 1932; Nelson and Hockema, 1991;
Vukevich in Roberts, 1973). Thus, education can stimulate
socialization skills which enhance the prisoner's successful
return to and functioning t¡ithin the society.
reports for the justification of providing education
programs within prisons have dealt with prisoner needs,
others with the benefits to be gained from the exposure to
learning for their adjustment and return to society
(Forster, 1981; NeLson and Hockema, 1981; Ross and Fabiano,
1981). However, it is the societaL demand for good
citizenship which is the most accepted argument for
providing prison education programs, and it is the easiest
to justify (Roberts, 19?3). Duguid (1981) suggests that the
aim of prison education is to impart knowledge, skiIIs and
attitudes necessary for the prisoners to successfuì.ly return
Some
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to and adjust to society. Ryan (in Roberts, 1973) writes
thal education is concerned ¡rith fitting
individuars into
the culture.
In the prison context, education deals rvith
bringing about changes in behaviour so individuals can
function as productive members of society.
In addition,
Edinborough (1981) suggests that prisoners want to be free.
To be able to exercise freedom and be a good citizen, it is
necessary for an individual to use his/her mind. This is
one of the principle concerns of educaLion. The first task

of prison education is to enhance the prisoner's ability to
handle freedom, with all lhe responsibility that freedom
i nvolves

,

However, given the prisoners' desire for freedom, greater

understanding, s!udy, and research as !o the benefits of
education is needed in order to faciritate the satisfaction
of the prisoner's needs, and to justifying the role of
education in prisons. Justifying education in prisons is
best summed up by Ehree specific aims of prison education
reported by shea (1980), cited by t.he American correctional
Assoc iation,
The aims are:
1. To offer inmates sufficient academic education to
enable them to face the needs of the world as better
equipped persons.

2. To provide vocational training so that they might
take their proper place in society and be economically free.
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3. To offer cultural and hobby activities that wilI
enable them to be better adjusted to prison circumstances
and to broaden their area of interests and cultivate
aptitudes which will help them adjust to release.
The justification

for prison education programs is based
on the humanitarian intent of returning the prisoner Lo
society. Prisoners are in need of tèachers r,¡ho can not only
understand their peculiar personalities and behaviour, but
who also can provide educational opportunities which can
assist in their successful return to society. The teacher
of prisoners, therefore, must demonstrate some extra
abilities in coping r¡ith the variance in student make-up,
experiences and attitudes, together with the restrictive
nature of the prison environment.
2.6

THE TEACHER OF PRISONERS

Likè their counterparts in a regular school setting,
teachers in prisons are constantly facing unique and
demanding situations which either directly or indirectly
affec! their teaching performance. However, given the
unique environment and clientele, there are some subtle
differences faced by prison educators.

(1981) suggests that a major problem for prison
educators is that a large number of Leachers are unprepared
Hudson
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for teaching in prison. Many teachers are not familiar with
the environment, have Iittle
or no understanding of
criminology, and are open to manipulation and abuse from
skilled social deviants. Furthermore, Ryan (197b) argues
that the special nature of the prison environment requires
that prospective prison educators have opportunities to
participate in teacher training programs geared to this
unique eorld.
In 1979 O.I.S.E.
found that there were no
training programs in Canada desi.gned !o prepare teachers for
those special tasks and infLuences involved in prison
education. Hovrever, research indicating that prison
educators must at least be accredited r¿ith recognized
certification,
based on the necessity for systematic
curriculum planning for aII
levels has been reported
(corcoran, 1981; DelI'Apa , 1973; o.r.s.E 1979; Morris in
Roberts, 1973). presentLy, the education and training
division of the canadian correctionar service is responsibJ.e
for providing opportunities for accredited academic and
vocational education to inmates in federal penitentiaries.
Many investigations and federal reports pertaining to
education in prisons advocate that prison educators need
training (Corcoran, 1984 ¡ Hudson, 1991; Ryan, 1975). It is
the styJ-e and method of the training which is open to
conjecture. O.LS.E (1979) warns lhat a 1ack of training
can cause prison educators problems in that they rnay face
unnecessary obstacles.

The obstacles may be in respect to
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implementing programs and having unclear objectives.
Furthermore, De11'Apa (1973) argues that there is a need to
guestion what type of training the prison educator must have
in order to prepare him/her for the various problems the
prisoners have. In a survey of programs avaiLable bo
inmates in penitentiaries throughout the United States of
America, Dell'Apa (1973) discovered that there appears to be
a tendency for teachers to have special training in
corrections or law enforcement, and a lesser tendency to
have training in special education or program planning.
This situation gives credence to the argument that the
institutions are more interested in the traditional function
of prisons, security. Teaching prisoners is not considered
a priority, which results in educational program planning in
prisons being poor.
ln formulating teacher training
procedures it may be beneficial to investigate international
techniques.
The training

of prison educators in England and Wales
according !o Burkey (in Forster, 1973 ) begins at the time of
their initial appointment. An instructor has two r+eeks of
induction into the institution and during this time, the
instructor is given an introduction to each department in
the establishment plus a thorough grounding in prison rules
and regulations with regard to the treatment and control. of
prisoners. This is followed by another t!¡o weeks in another
institution assisting an instructor who is already operating
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a course in the same subject, thus gaining expertise under
the supervision of an experienced instructor in the type of
duLies undertaken in their course.
In Canada, it has been reported that no special training
for prison educators is avaiLable (o.t.s.n.,
1979),
However, recognizing the unique characleristics and needs of
prisoners, arguments for the necessity that prisoners
receive education from teachers with some training is
purported by Eckenrode (in Roberts, 1973). He suggests that
prison authorities must work with teacher training
institutions to devel-op programs that will attract more and
better recruitsr
âs well as provide more appropriate
training for those already employed, Furlhermore, it is
Eckenrode's (1973) contenLion that correctional education
programs should be used for internships and teaching
practice so as to develop prospective teachers.
According to Roberts (1973), in the past prison educators
have learned to work with prisoners on the basis of triaL
and error,

and for

this method has 1ed to apathy,
illness and withdrawal.
DeIl'Apa ( 1923 ) suggests that
because of the problems v¡ith "burn out",
prison educators
must possess specific characteristics in order to work v¡ith
prisoners. This observation is supported by Roberts (1973)
who writ.es that the besL attributes for a prison educator to
possess are understanding, maturity, experience, empathy,
many
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warmth, flexibility,
self-confidence, a sense of humour,
creativity, sound mental health, and the ability to accept
and motivate persons who are from the crimínal popuLation.
Additional research regarding the characteristics
necessary for prison educators indicates that they must have
the ability to communicate openly and authoritatively
(noberts, 1973). They must be able to perpetuate and
develop interpersonal skills beLween themselves and the
prisoners, as weII as amongst themselves (Eckenrode in
Roberts, 1973). In conjunction with communicative and
dynamic skills MacCormick (1932) suggesLs that prison
educators should have the abiJ-ity to diagnose, classify, and
plan programs for the inmates. Of paramount importance is
the grorvth of human relations skills for understanding,

establishing rapport and motivating inmate students.
Although these roles are the same as the regular teacher,
the
infl-uences of
prisoners'
the
educational
characteristics,
attitudes, and the Limitations of the
prison environment place greater st.rain on prison educators
to perform their roles.
Finalty, Roberts (j973) reports
that teachers in prisons need the same ski. I1s as any
successful teacher, but Lhey need the skills to a greater
degree.

Àppreciating the necessity of teacher training and the
specíficity of certain teacher characteristics for prison
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educators, it is necessary to investigate the many variables
that influence teaching prisoners.
2.7

VARIÀBLES THÀT INFLUENCE TEÀCHING PRISONERS

Àlthough there appears to be no single 'best' method for
teaching prisoners, there are many variables within a prison
which can determine teaching strategies and methods. These

influences include a prisoner's intelligence,
stabitity,
experiences and needs. In addition,
the daily working of
the prison can influence teaching. This includes lawyer or
family visits,
attending medical and dental services, or
judiciary requirements.
O.I.S.E (1979) notes that there is evidence of
inconsistent use of teaching methods appropriate to adult
education in prisons.
More than half of the teachers
believe in little or no sharing of authority with the
inmates, while nearly half the adminisLrators are on the
side of mutual determination. Forster (19g1) argues the
primary function of the teacher is to marry the wants and
needs of the prisoners, especially those on the lower rungs
of the academic tadder, with ¡,¡hat Lhe institut.ion is
reasonably able to provide. Once this process has been
establishèd teaching strategies can be introduced to achieve
the needs. Hence, the process of identifying the needs of
the prisonersremerge.
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Recognizing the needs of those prisoners with poor
educationaL achievement levels may best be addressed by
using the developmental approach to remedial education in
prisons (crainge and Kemp in Forster, 19g1 ; Wagner in

Roberts, 1973). À developmental approach is the more
appropriate strategy because the prisoner's vocabuJ.ary,
experience and basal leveI of attainments can represent a
foundation upon which to build (Grainge and Kemp, 19g1 ) .
However, oLher researchers have rationalized different
strategies.
Hickey and Scharf (1980) suggest that the teachers should
encourage open dialogue, moral conflict which inludes

discussions regarding values and what is considered
acceptable behaviour in society, and democratic interaction
in the prison classroom. It is argued that these strategies
foster a more mature understanding of sociaL organizations
and the law.
In addition, Valletutti and Mopsick (in
Roberts, 1973 ) contend that the educator must provide a
conceptual. base which stresses the social adjustment of each
individual prisoner, and that the teacher must then be
cognizant of the skitls and competenc ies required for social
success. Teachers must also be skilled in imparting these
skiIls to the inmates.
Social skills and adjustment for prisoners are common
themes in research concerning the teaching of prisoners.
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writers suggest that at!ainment of social skills is
necessary in order for the prisoners to return successfuì.ly
to society (Duguid , 1979; Nelson and Hockema, 1991 ;
Valletutti and Mopsick , 1973), By enhancing a prisoner's
social skill,s, moral reasoning abilities can be stimulated
which in turn facilitates changed behaviour. In support of
this observation Duguid (1981) suggests that sociaL skills
can be attained in relation to a prisoner's stage of
Some

cognitive/mora1 development.
Educat ion can stimulate
cognitive/mora1 development and can reduce a prisoner's
inclination to engage in criminal behaviour.
While the rationale for a prisoner's social and moral
development through cognitive growth are evident from
argument.s presented by Duguid (1979) and Nelson and Hockema
( 1981 ) , many teachers rely
on the curriculum and course
requirements when organizing their classes. Duguid (19g1)
suggests that by introducing educational experiences aimed
at developing thinking skiLls, moral reasoning abilities,
social ski11s and political awareness, prison educators can

directJ.y

affect

the

individual's
sense of culture,
perception and understanding of his or her biography. It is
Duguid's ( 1981 ) belief thaL education in prisons should be
aimed at the development of thinking abitity and of
character rather than the aguisition of content.
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Recognizing that education aLlows for social, cognitive
and moral development, Shea (1980) and Bouliane (19g5) have

l¡arned !hat ¡,¡hen working with prisoners in a classroom
setting it is necessary to be tactfuL and reinforcing, and
that the dominant requirement of teachers is their ability
to motivate. Furthermore, Kendall (in Roberts, 1973) argues
that the concept of motivation is one of the basic
differences bet\,reen regular education and correctional
education.
This is clarified by Eckenrode (in Roberts,
1973) who writes that the objective of motivating a prisoner
is to encourage him/her to become a capable person, so that
he/she !¡ill function in a way that wiII satisfy him/herself
and his/her neighbour.
One lray to motivate is to
demonstrate fairLy quickly to the inmate that he/she can get
"something" out of the program i f they will apply
themselves. In addition, Johnson (in Roberts, 1g73)
suggests that education can only be achieved when the
prisoners voluntarily join the teacher in the common effort
to learn. Motivating a prisoner to learn may be difficult
as his/her failure to respond positively can be due in part
to emotionaL influences such as feelings of vulnerability,
nervousness or fear of exposure of one's weaknesses.
Therefore, prison educators must demonstrate patience and
perseverance when seeking constructive responses from
individuals who were not reached by teachers in their
younger years (Forster, 1981). Finalì.y,
Roberts (1973)
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Ì?rites that when leaching in prisons of paramount importance
is the growth of human relation skiIIs for understanding,
establishing rapport, and motivating inmate students.
Appreciating the gamut of influences a prison educator is
required to consider when teaching in prisons, Shea (19g0)
reports some positive elements in working in this
environment. À very basic one involves the inmates'
characLers. Generally the prisoners are open, "upfront",
and provide immediate feedback in a class.
Furthermore,
prisoners are not interested in or impressed $¡ith academe;

they are not particularly inspired by degrees and
publications. They have been around, and they can relate to
some subjects and discuss topics in a way that is impossible
for younger students. Finalty, Bouliane (199b), MacCormick
(1932), and Shea (1980) report that although it is easy to
be disappointed ¡¡ith the results of teaching in prison,
there are always some breakthroughs. It might be someone
learning to read for the first time, getting hooked on
books, or passing a university or colJ.ege course. Where the
odds are against. educational achievement, the occasional
successes are very meaningful.
The incidence of these successes relies on the abilities
and skills of the teacher in conjunction with the abilities
and skills of the inmates.
MacCormick (1932) argues that

estabLishing and identifying an inmate's skiIIs is dependent
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upon the assessment and diagnosis strategies

used by the

prison educator.
Furthermore, it is MacCormick's (1932)
contention that much of the failure arising from prison
education programs is that they operate on the principles of
mass treatment. prison institutions must employ educational
experts capable of making skiì.J.ed, scientific,
individuaL
diagnosis, and seeing that the treatment indicated is given.
Bouliane (1985) reports that at present, education programs
in prisons are faced \,¡ith fiscal restraints and the
necessity for employing diagnostic experts in the area of
education has not been given sufficiently high priority.
Currently, prison educators are relying on their or,¡n
perceptions to diagnose prisoner educational abilities.
Given the

almost innumerable infLuences on the
implemenlation of education programs in prison, the variance
in prisoner needs and attitudes concerning education, and
the Iimitations and restrictions associated \,¡ith the prison
institution, it appears that the practice of adult education
in pri sons is jusÈified.
2.8

ÀDULT EDUCÀTION

IN À PRISON CONTEXT

Although hi stor icaIIy

Canada has

recognized that

t
educat ion must be implemented in federal penitentiary
education programs, evidence sugge s t s that Iittle if any is
being practiced in institutions
across the country
adul
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(Bouliane, 1985). Reasons for Lhis Lack of commitment !o
adult education in prisons are not easily identified.
It
may be due to a Lack of training opportunities, the
constraints of institutional policy and procedure, or the
Iack of expertise in t.he fieLd of adult education in
generaJ..

ÀduIt education deals with specific principles of
education and instruction aimed at providing learning
opportunities to those peopJ.e in society who are considered
and consider themselves to be adults, or who are required to
accept, and for the most part do accept,
adult
responsibilities (O.I.S.E report to the Solicitor GeneraL,
1979). lt must be appreciated that from this perspective
pr i soners i n federal pen i tent iar ies
are by def in i t ion
aduLts. Scrivastave (1995) suggesLs that prisoners are a
special group of Learners because first, they are aduits not
children and second, they are inmates in prison, not free
people in soc i ety.
prisoners are adults is the primary
foundation for justifying the concept of adult education in
prison education programs. The principles
of adult
education include implementingappropriate strategies to
determine the needs of lhe individual by focussing on
Iearning outcomes. Kno!¡l-es (1980) and Brookfield (1986)
concur that adult educators must provide quality instruction
Acknowledging that
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in their subject matter, that the physical environment must
be conducive to learning, and that the learners accept a
share of the responsibility for planning and operating a
lea rn ing experience.
Given the variance of prisoner characterisLics and needs,
institutional policies and constraints, and the uniqueness

of the

learning environment, it
can be seen that
implementing or adapting the principles of adult education
may ensure appropriate and successful learning for the
prisoner population.
This premise was advanced from the
investigation into federal prison education undertaken by
O.I.S,E. 11979), Justification for adult education in
prison education programs \,¡as based on the unique
characteristics of the prisoners together with an awareness
of the influences of the prison environment. The specific
recommendations included several which are !¡orth noting:
Recommendation 4i
AIl educat ion and
training, whether academic or vocational, carried
out within the corrections service, should be
conducted in accord l¡ith the principtes of adult
educat ion ,
allowing
for
the
special
characteristics of the inmate population.
Recommendation 5:
AII educational personnel
within the corrections service must be provided
with some training, both initial and continual in
the principles and practices of adult education.
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ion 32i
Elementary education
within the system in the early stages should be
based largely on principtes and practices
associated with adult basic education wiLh an
avoidance of measure of achievement associated
v¡ith chi ldren.
Recommendat

ion 79 i
The Service shoutd
eslablish a clear, comprehensive, and easily
available set of requirements for new employees in
education programs. One of the criteria should be
that the applicant (for teaching) have some prior
experience in the education of adults,
Rec ommendat

(f rom O.LS.E, 1979; pp. 30,31,91 and 145).

Àlthough Lhe necessity for adult education in a prison
context has been acknowì.edged in numerous reports and
research, one expLanation for the apparent lack of adult
education practice in a prison context may be due to the

conflict betrqeen the purposes of corrections compared to the
purposes of education. Corcoran (1994) writes that there is
obvious tènsion in the present system betlreen the goal of
corrections and the goal 0f education. whiLe corrections is
designed for custody and control ,
Èhe purpose of education
ís freedom, growth and self-actualization.
There are those influences emanating from the restrictive

nature of the prison institution which may not aLlov¡ for the
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provision of an environment conducive to learning. These
incLude the rigorous workings of the institution
which do
not allow the prisoners free wiIL.
Their movements and
activities are timeLabled and observed, and they are
constantly monitored. Furthermore, prisoner attiLudes,
behaviours and experiences may interfere with their abiLity
or understanding of the adult education principle concerning
sharing a responsibility for pì.anning and operating a
Iearn i ng expe r i ence.

The conflicts
among the purpose of
imprisonment,
education, prisoner attitudes and the influence of the
prison environment may best be addressed by educators
choosing to treat the prisoners as adults.
This premise is
supported by Bouliane (1985), Ignatieff (i98i ), Kidd (1981),
and MacCormick ('1 932). Elaborating on this issue Ignatieff
(1981) suqgests that prisoners must be treated as adults.
To attempt to understand the rationale for their actions
implies neither tolerance nor respect for Èhose actions, it
means only that we must respect them as adult persons. In
addition, MacCormick (1932) concludes that for lhe success
of any aduLt education prograrn in prisons, the necessary
prerequisite is good teaching. The first step in good
teaching is viewing the inmates first and foremost as
adults. Finally, Kidd ( 1981 ) based on over 30 years of
interaction !¡ith prisoners writes that, if educators are to
share in the responsibitity for educâting prisoners they
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must deal with prisoners as students and learners, not wards
of one kind of government or another.

Advocating and practicing adult education in prisons
requires effective strategies according to Bouliane (19g5).
He states that more work needs to be done to create
strategies based on adult education principJ.es and on actual
prison conditions. These strategiès can be based on adult
basic education, individualized needs, meaningful J-earning
experiences, intervention techniques and interaction skiLls.
Realizing the importance of strategies based on the adult
education principles
includes
making the learning
experiences meaningful .

Eckenrode (in Roberts, 1973) argues

that one of the reasons prisoners have not learned is
because learning has not meant anyhhing to them. They have
been unable to relate lheir cl-assroom work to any other
experiences they have had. OnIy if cLassroom activities can
be meaningfutly related !o something else they are doing,
preferably something else they ì.ike doing, are prisoners
able to develop the motivation to learn t.he things society
indicates are important.
Shea (1980) and Bouliane (1986) contend that prison
education is adult education and that, knowledge about the
education of adults should be available to all prison
institutions hosting education programs.

Chapter

II

I

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This chapter presents information regarding the source of
information, a description of the population, and the
technique for data collection.
SOURCE OF INFORMATION: STONY MOUNTÀIN FEDERAL
PENI TENTI ARY

Stony Moun!ain federal penitentiary is

a medium_maximum
security penitentiary situated 25 kilometers north of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Of the total inmate population
of 460, about 130 are invoj.ved in educational programs. The
educational programs offered in the prison include
university courses; vocational programs in motor mechanics,
welding and building maintenance; and Iiteracy and high
school classes.
Ðue to federal government financiaL
cutbacks, programs offered by the Continuing Education
Division,
University of Winnipeg have been temporarily
stopped. One professor who had taught under contract at the
institution on tr,¡o previous occassions organized a voluntary
teacher program. The voluntary teacher program consisted of
university professors teaching university courses at Stony

- 6f -
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Mountain for three hours per week without any remuneration

for their efforts.
Six professors were involved in this
program offering their services for a four week session,
three hours per week. The voluntary program ceased in
December, 1986.

Providing accurate figures as to the prisoner
participation rates in educationaL programs is difficuLt
because the prisoner population flucLuates considerably.
Bouriane (1985) describes the reasons for the fLuctuations
as being due to the continual movement of arrivals and
departures as prisoners are sentenced, transferred or
released.
This constant movement of prisoners does
complicate the operation of an efficient educationaL system.
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Table

2

Proqram Participa!ion Numbers, Mav, 1987

Participation

Program
Academic

Vocat ional

Literacy
YearE-9
Year 10
veaf I ¿
Li fe SkilIs
Tota I

¿ô

tb
14
14
14

86

BuiJ.ding Maintenance

Àutobody

Àutomechan ic s

I
Total participation in aIl
TOtA

10
12
12

34

programs

120

Source: R. Palmer, Sen i or Education Officer, Stony
r\ ( per sona t communication, May 2, 1987 )

Mounta i

Numbe r s
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Table
Un

3

ivers i tv Courses,

Ðate

1986

Participation

Course

Numbe r s

Jan-ÀpriI

1986

May-Aug.

1986

Sept. -Dec

.

1986

I ntroductory Psychology
I nt roduc!ory Ànthropology

14
12

Tota

26

1

Introductory Geography
Introductory pol i t ical Science
Human it ies and Social Sciences
Total

Total participation in alI

17
o

9

17

programs

S_ource:.4. Kroeger, Coordinator, Continuing Education,
University of Winnipeg (personal communicaËion, Februáry 5th,
3.2

THE POPULATI

ON

May, 1987 eighteen educators
v¡ere involved in education programs at the Stony Mountain
federal penitentiary.
Eleven individuals responded to the
request to be involved in the study and 10 of these, one of
whom !¡âs a female,
indicated their
wilJ.ingness t'o
participate in the research. One university professor
declined the invitation to be a part of the study owing to
Between September, 1985 and

19gZ)
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his perceived Iimited exposure to prison education. This
meant that three ouL of a possible six professors agreed to
be interviewed.
Three of the six academic educators and
four of the six vocational instructors were also interviewed
for the study. In summary, the education personnel included
university professors,
Canadian CorrecLionaL Services
Employees, and contract staff from Winnipeg School Division
No.1.
The university professors are a separate and independent
group under contract to the University of Winnipeg. AII of

the professors had doctoral gualifications.
The professors
vrere male and averaged 13 or more years involvement in
tertiary educat ion.
The four respondents involved in the vocational programs
incl-uded three federal employees with an average of 1g years

of teaching service.
One respondent began work at the
institution 25 years ago as a security officer, eventually
becoming a qualified teacher in vocational programs. Two of
the respondents began teaching ¡,¡ithin the institution as
qualified tradesmen with no teaching qualifications.
They
have subsequently attained certification.
OnIy one of the
respondents, a federal employee, ¡{as a certified vocational
instructor when he began work at the institution.
One
vocational. instructor is under contract to Winnipeg School
Division No.1 and is currently in the process of attaining
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teacher certification

through Red River Community College.
This respondent has the least amount of service at Stony
Mountain. However, because of the specificity of the trade
and !he instructor's experience in this particular area,
was empLoyed on the condit j.on that teacher certification

sought.
ma Ie.

AIl of the vocational instructors interviel¡ed

he
be

were

Three out of a possibJ.e six academic educators were
intervierced. À11 are certified teachers; two have contracts
with winnipeg School Division No.1, while the other is a
federal employee who has v¡orked at Stony Mountain in the
academic sector for 21 years.
One of the thro contract
r¡orkers has been at the institution
for the last two years.
The other has Ì.rorked there for one and a half years. One
contract respondent has completed a pre-Master,s degree year
of studies in reading education at the University of
Manitoba. The second rèsponden! has no post graduate
studies. The third respondent, a federal employee, has
post-graduate studies in adult education from a University
in the United States of Arnerica. The responden! does not
hold a Master's degree, but has made significant progress
toward the attainment of that degree. Of the three acadenic
educat.ors interviewed one was female.
Of the eighteen education personnel involved in prison
education programs at Stony Mountain federal penitentiary
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between the faLl of 1985 and May, 1987, eleven responded to

the request to partake in the study. Explanations for
colleague refusal to participate in the study were suggested
by participants and the educational administrators. Some
respondents reportêd tha! their
coll-eagues $rere not
interested or too busy.
One individual stated that a
colleague would have tiked to have been involved but ¡,ras nôt
in good health. One respondent, a university professor,
declined the invitation because of his perceived lack of
experience in the area of prison education. Two out of the
ten subjects had studied adult educat ion in a formal
envi ronment

.

À tabular presentation of the subjects outlines each
educational group,
period of involvement as prison
educators, and the employment staLus of each prison
educator.
The employment status indicates whether the
subject is a federal employee with the Canadian Correctional
Service, or a contracL employee. The Involvement column
indicates the period of time the educators has/had been
working at the Stony Mountain Institution
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Tabl-e

4

Ðemoqraphic Analvsis

Educat

of Subiects

ion Personnel Invol_vement

Universitv Professors
1
2
3
Total =

Status

volunteer
volunteer

contract/
voLunteer

3

Vocat i onal I nst ruc tor
1

2
J

4

Total =

1 month
1 month
2 terms/1 month

Employment

s

*15 years
22 year s
6 years
3 years

federal
federal
federal
contract

2 years

contract
contract
federal

4

Academic Educators
1

2
3

Total =

3

Total =

10

Note

*

1

.5 years

21 years

.

Respondent has been working at the institution f.or 25 years,
the last 15 years as a vocational instructor.

Source: Research respondents (personal communication, Àpri1-June,
1987

)
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3.3 THE I NTERVI EW
Open-ended interviews

¡,rere conducted r,¡ith prison
educators r¡ho had been invol,ved in education programs at the
Stony Mountain federal penitentiary between the falL of 19g5
and May 1987. The inLervier,¡ questions were derived from
major issues raised in the current l-iterature on prison
education and dealt specifically with lhe prison environment
and the educational charac!eristics and needs of prisoners
(

see Àppendix À).

The researcher drafted letters

concerning the study to
those professors and teachers r,¡ho had worked as prison
educators at Stony Mountain between September, 19g5 and May,
1987. Six professors and 12 prison educators were given

Ietters.
The Letter indicated that responses would
treated in confidence (see Appendix B).

be

Àfter receiving confirmation from the respondents as to
their willingness to participate in the study, the
researcher contacted each participant
by Lelephone to
schedule interview location and times and these were based
on the respondents' wishes.

ÀII of the university professors chose to be interviewed
in their offices on the University of Winnipeg campus. One
respondent ¡{as interviewed in an office at the University of
Manitoba. Three respondents availed themselves of the lunch
hour scheduled at the pr i son and opted to meet the
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researcher at the restaurant located in the front of the
prison. Of these three respondents, one chose to remain

inside the restaurant for the interview process, while
another chose to sit outside. The third respondent met' the
researcher at this location and then drove to another area
which was free from interruption.
Three respondents
requested the intervie!¡er to come to their homes. All
interviews, except for the one interview undertaken in the
restaurant, were conducted in privacy with only the
researcher and respondent in attendance.
The only negative situation during the interviewing
processes was the interviel¡ which r,¡as conducted inside the
restaurant.
It eas noted that the respondent was very
direct in answering the questions. His repJ.ies were usually
of one or two lines, and ãttempts to gain cLarification or
elaboration on issues were usually met with the rèspondent
repeating thè initial ans\,rer. In addition, the respondent
was easily distracted when a familiar face entered the
restaurant.
i{hen the respondent was asked if he would
prefer to move outside or to a 1ess distracting location, he
chose to remain inside.
With the consent of the respondents, each intervie¡v was
tape recorded. The researcher informed the respondents that
a transcript of the intervie$¡ would be typed and that a copy
r,¡ould be forwarded back to them as soon as possible for
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their comments. The respondents were encouraged to contact
the researcher at the Universily of Manitoba or at the
researcher's residence. Both telephone numbers were given
to the respondents. No respondent objected to the
interviews being recorded.
The interviews averaged around 30 minutes in length and
varied from 20 minutes to 50 minutes, This variance \,¡as as

a result of the experience of the respondents, together with
the locaLe of the interview.
The shortest intervie¡,¡ was
carried out in the restaurant near Stony Mountain. The
longest interview was conducted in the private residence of
a respondent who had over 20 years experience as a prison
educator,

After completion of each interview, the researcher
replayed the tape in the privacy of her office and compared
the responses to the field noles taken during the intervievr.
At the end of each interview, the rèsearcher added comments
as to the respondent's attitude toward the questions on the
tape. These comments v¡ere based solely on the perceptions
and observations of the researcher. For example, the
researcher noted if the respondent systematically thought
about each question, appeared interested in it,
and
undersLood it.
In addition, those instances !¡here the
respondent wanted to emphasize a perception were also noted.
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After playing the tape, the responses were typed onto a
computer. Each recording was headed !¡ith the respondent,s
participation number, the date and time of the interview,
and the loca1e. The tape was replayed while the researcher
read the manuscripts from the computer. Editing was carried
out after listening to the complete tape. This process was
done at least lhree times before the researcher was
satisfied that aLl of the comments made by the respondents
had been included and typed in the manuscript. Trro copies
of the manuscripts were printed, one for the respondent, the
other for the use of lhe researcher in the study.
The manuscripts were returned to the respondents along
¡.rith an accompanying J.etter which encouraged them to contact

the researcher if they found any <iiscrepancies in the
recording of the data, or if they wanted to delete or add
comments to the manuscript (see Appendix C).
ALI of the
respondents requested that the transcripts be forwarded Lo
their private residences, as mail sent to the institution
was opened and censored by prison authorities.
The
envelopes were hand addressed and Labelted in black block
retters PERSoNÀL & coNFIDENTTAL. Terephone contact verified
that t.he manuscrip!s had been received by aI1 of the
respondents. No respondent contacted the researcher to
alter the manuscripts in any way.
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In attempting to ascertain what strategies are used by
prison educators to recognize the needs and experiences of
the prisoners, the following interview guestions were asked:
1.
How do you establish the previous educational
attainment levels and experiences of your learners? If no
attempt is made , why?
2, How do you check the authenticify of the prisoner's
responses? tt no checking was done, the difficulty
in
verifying the prisoner's responses was explored.
3. when it is obvious a prisoner has advanced skills
and/or knowledge, do you encourage them to use them? How?
Obviously the variance in the prisoners' Iearning
experiences and capabilities can influence their attitude,
motivation and interest in education programs. Therefore,
the adult education principle dealing with the learners
accepÈing a share of the responsibility for planning and
operating a learning experience may be difficult.
The
inmaLes' previous educational experiences may have been
negative in nature, in that they consistently failed and
believed that the process of learning was too difficult or
of little
vaIue.
Many prisoners have Iittle
or no
motivation to learn because of their previous educabional
experiences (ouguid, 1981 ; Fox, 1986), or they do not
beLieve there is anything beneficial to be had in learning
(XendalI in Roberts, 1977). Furthermore, prison educators
must demonstrate fairly quickly that the inmate can get
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of the program if he is willing to apply
himself (KendalI in Roberts, 1977lr.
someÈhing out

Prisoner attitudes and motivation, in conjunction wi!h
their previous educational experiences and abilities can
complicate the role of prison educators.
Encouraging the
Iearners to share responsibility for planning and working
through learning experiences can be problematic. However,
they may be paramount in breaking down many prisoners'
misconceptions and attitudes toward education. Therefore,
interview questions related to this princ ipì-e included:

4. Do you allow the students to choose what they would
like to cover in class? If yes, how is this done? If no,
why don't you?
5. What teaching methods do you implement in the
classroom? please elaborate on the application of the
chosen method.

6. Do you employ any strategies r¡hich would enable the
prisoners to work at their own pace? please elaborate on
the reason for a lack of such strategies.
7. Do you encourage and motivate your learners in
cLass? How?
Many of

us have an understanding of the prison
environment. Movies and teLevision programs give us a
preview of r¡hat prisons look tike or how they are run, but
our understanding of the prison environment is peripheral.
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Not nany "knor,¡" what it is like to live in a prison
institution, or how the institutional environment can effec!
one's day to day Iiving (Roberts, 1973).
The conditions in a prison are contrary to the adult
education principle of providing a comfortable, supportive,
relaxed J.earning environment. Bouliane (.1 995) argues tha!
having to adapt to these conditions is a critical- issue for
those responsible for prison education, an issue that shouLd
be addressed by adult educators. Furthermore, Kendalt (in
Roberts, 1973 ) wriÈes that the obvious difference between
public education and prison education is the setting. It is
open doors and windows versus bars. prisoners are usually
closel-y restricted and regimenlued 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. MacCormick (1932) reports that for successful
education programs in prisons,
proper facilities
for
conducting classes and for quiet study outside the cj.assroom
are necessary.
ln order to ascertain what efforts are made to adhere to
the adult education principle
of making the learning
environment comfortable, supportive and relaxed, lhe
following quest ions were asked:
8. It has been reported that prisoners often tease,
ridicule and torment lheir peers. If this behaviour occurs
in your class, can you tell me how you overcome it?
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9. Àre there ever any occasions whereby prisoners are
moody, tense and irritable
requiring your direct
intervention? If so, l¡hat do you do to restore a conducive
learning evi ronment ?
10. Providing a comfortable, supportive, trusting
learning environment in a prison environment can be
difficult.
Do you attempt to alter the learning environmen!
to accomplish any of these objective? If yes, how? tf no,
can you teII me why?
3.4

ÀNALYSIS OF THE DÀTÀ

In order to ascertain lhe themes and issues generating
fron the prison educatorsr comments regarding those adult
education principles dealing with the Ìearning environment
and sharing of Lhe learning process, the analysis of the
da!a was based on the interpretative approach to qualitative
research. This method of analysis is used frequently in
determining the structure and function of an organization or
group being studied.
Smith (1987) notes that for
interpretative approaches, the object field to be studied is
the acts and meanings ascribed to events by actors in a
part icular context.
In this study, the interpretative approach focussed on
three areas.
First were the specific characteristics and
criteria of the adult education principles described by

7',|

Knor,¡l,es

) and the Counc i I on Cont inuing Educat ion
( f984). Formulating a checklist of the characteristics,
the
expressions and meanings made by the respondents were
compared to the specific characteristics and criteria of the
adult education principles,
Smith (j997) refers to the
respondent's meanings and expressions as emic data. Àny
reference made to the criLeria or characteristics of the
aduLt education principles ¡,¡a s deemed to establish a
reLationship belween the comments and the principles. Where
a respondent made no direct reference to the characteristics
or criteria of the principles, the researcher Iooked for any
inference from the comments. For example if a prison
educator said, "I like the students to be happy", the
researcher inferred that the prison educator wanted to make
the learning environment supportive and helpful .
The
criteria necessary for the provision of a conducive 1earning
environment include: (a) it must be physically confortable
(as to seating, smoking, temperature, ventilation, lighting,
decoration); (b) it must all-o¡,¡ for interaction; (c) it must
build relationships of mutuâ1 trust and helpfulness; (d) it
must encourage freedom of expression and acceptance of
differencesi (e) it must stimulate cooperative activities;
(f) it must encourage learning; and (g) it must engender an
atmosphere of support and encouragement in the spirit
of
mutual inqui ry (Knowles, 1980).
( 1 980
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In addition to environmental characteristics,
the
criteria pertaining to sharing the J.earning process
according to Kno!¡les (1990) include: (a) the teacher shares
his or her thinking about options available in the designing
of learning experiences; (b) the teacher invol-ves the
learners in selecting from a variety of learning materials
and methods; (c) intended learning outcomes are sequenced so
that the Learners are able to recognize their progress
toward achieving the stated learning outcome; and, (d)
program content, instructional
materials and delivery
processes are relevant and timely for achieving Iearning
outcomes.

The second process of the interpretative rnethod for the
analysis of the data looks at those comments Èhat are
typical and usual in the cuLture or society. FIorio-Ruane

(1987) suggests that this information provides a basis for
understanding how everyday life is organized in a particular
setting compared with Iife in other settings and a! other
times. The prison envi.ronment and society are unique. The
environnent is characterized by restrictions, guards, strict
adherence to rules, punishment for failure to adhere to the
rules,
Iocks,
prison dress,
passes and behaviour
regulations. In addition,
the prisoner clientele are
individuats r,¡ho have one thing in common: they are
incarcerated. Given the nature of the prison environment
and of those Ìrithin prison, many comments cân be made that
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are onLy attributable to that society or culture,
Comments
may include references to "f risking,' where the prisoners are
searched for contraband or !¡eapons, or 'rshu! downs" where
the prisoners are required to remain in their cells.
The third process in analyzing the data through the
interprat ive approach i s to interpret the emic data
(respondent's meaning and expressions) to ascertain if the
prison educalors are attempting to administer the principles
of adult education and to determine what problems, if any,
they are experiencing in administering the principles. This
process attempts to determine, by way of the assertions, t.he
structure and function of the organization being
investigated. smith (1987) writes that empirical assertions
are statements of findings derived inductively from a review
of field notes and a systematic search for confirming or
disconfirming evidence in the assertions.
Furthermore,
quotations provide vivid documentary evidence that what the
assertion claimed to have happened did occur at least once.
In discovering underlying uniformities in the original
set of emic data, the analyst may be able to determine
answers or explanations in relation to the purpose of the
study. Àfter identifying incidents or references from the
sãme question a number of times, it becomes a quick
operation to see what is occurring, if there are problems,
and the possible reasons for the problems. For exampl.e,
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prison educators

lhe prison environment.
These comments can be in relaLion to the environment as a
whole, that is the prison institution, or in relation to the
classroom or learning environment within the prison.
Therefore, the category of prison environment is dealt with
in respect of the environment which includes the bars,
locked doors, or the presence of guards. Other comments,
although in reference to the prison environment, are more
specific and related to the learning environment. This
includes references to the classroom furniture, equipment
many

may comment on

and locat ion.

It can be seen that the interpretative approach to
qualitative
research provides an understanding for
determining if the adult education principles of sharing the
learning process and providing an environment conducive to
learning are in evidence at Stony Mountain federal
penitentiary.
From this information, the interpretative
analysis of emic data enables the researcher to present etic
data.
Smith (1987) reports that etic data are the
researcher' s interpretat ion of the data. Thi s aIlows for
the drawing of conclusions and possible explanation for
specific phenomenona that have arisen in the research. It
is Èhe final stage in the analysis of the data. Chilcott
(1987) notes that discussions provide the basis for
determining the major themes, issues or problems determined
by the interpretation of the data. Interpretative analysis
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of the data, writes Smith (19871, provides exp).anations,
understanding and appreciation for the presence or lack of
specific situations in the area being investigated.
Furthermore, the interpretive approach embraces a type of
philosophicat ideaLism. There are no universaL laws to
search for; instead, the goal is to understand particular
actions and meanings in particular contexts. FinalIy, Denny
(1978l. writes that the benefit of this type of research is
thaL it alfows for an understanding of "what is occurring"
in the research envi ronment .

Chapter IV
RESULTS OF THE DÀTÀ

This chapter presents the main findings in response to
the open-ended intervie¡,¡ questions posed to lhe university
professors, vocational instructors and acadèmic educators at
Stony Mountain federal penitentiary.

The ten respondents
answered all of the questions. While it was evident that
the prison educators did attempt to make the environment
conduc ive to learning and share the design of the learning
process, the workings and functions of the prison
institution direc!1y affectèd education programs. In
addition, only two out of the ten prison educators
interviewed were famiLiar with or had studied adult
education.

The university professors involved in this
study
represented the social sciences and in particular,
sociology, psychology and poLitical. science. In response to
the questions related to determining the prisoners' previous
educaLionaL experiences, aIl of the professors reported that
details concerning a prisoner's previous educational
experiences were given by the students during the scheduled
breaks from the c1ass, and that the informat ion was
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volunteered by the
included, "I knew in
!¡ere lhere. They
addition, "In time,
in f or. "

students.
Comments in thi s area
half lhe classes, maybe more, why they
voLunteered it at coffee time.', In
most of them did tetl me ¡,¡ha t they were

Two professors had been advised by an experienced
university prison educator not to actively seek any specific
information regarding the inmates' education or personal
hislory. This strategy l¡as advised to enable the professors
to teach rather than be influenced by the prisoners'
criminal record.
The professors commented on the prisoners'

attitudes to

their classes as being keen and enthusiastic. They received
requests from the prisoners to bring books from the
university J.ibrary, and they noted that prisoners were
enthusiastic about completing class assignments. Remarks to
support the notion of the prisoners' having a positive
a!titude toward learning incLude, ,'I found the students very
forthcoming and interested".
Furthermore, "I was really
impressed with the students. They seemed to be very highly
mot.ivated, they were always prepared and had done their
reading.

"

professors were praiseworthy of the
prisoners' attiLudes to!¡ard their classes, aIl three
professors indicated that the prison environment had
Although the
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negative influences on their programs. Common concerns
expressed were in rel-ation to carrying of passes, the
presence of guards and the sounds associated with the
locking of doors. A very descriptive comment which best.
sums up the sentiments of all fhe professors was,
I find the inside of gaols absoJ.utely appalling.
I find, not so much the brutality of gaols but the
boredom, the lack of imagination, the lack of
creativity, the lack of anything vaguety human to
be quit.e appalling.
I find the place to begin
with is oppressive. There is this institutional
light green that everything is painted !¡ith.
The
kind of endless smell that is of male sweat, the
grease of the kitchen and the smell of the toilet
facilities.
The guards are always there, always
$¡aLching.

Às !¡ell as being ar,rare of the physicaL influence of the
prison environment, alJ. three professors mentioned the

interference of administrative procedures in the running of
their classes.
Reference was made to the casual way in
which students were withdrawn from class for unspecified
administrative purposes. Two professors suggested that the
administrative withdra\,¡a1 of students without explanation
reinforced their perceived insignificant status in the
prison institution.
One professor said,
"The university
courses introduce more Liberal minded elements into the
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System. In some sense you are there under sufferance and
educalion is the lowest priority offered Lo the inmates, at
least from the administration's view.',
Slrategies associaLed with the adult education principle
of sharing the learning process did not appear to be
directly offered by the professors.
All of the professors
indicated that they were responsible for their classes.
Hov¡ever, one professor said that he would begin each class
as planned, but allowed student discussion or input to
direct the remainder of lhe class. The professor suggested
that this method may be seen as an indirect strat.egy for
encouraging the learners to become involved in the class and
learn. The university professors were involved in prison
education programs for a shorter period than the vocational
instructors.
This may account for the variance in the
vocational instructors, responses.
Four vocational instructors were involved in the study
and each instructor responded to at1 of the questions.
Given the practicaJ. nature of the vocational programs r,¡hich

include motor mechanics, building maintenance, welding and
body shop, it is not surprising that the responses to the
questions were significantly different from those of the

university prof essors.
In relation to those questions related to the prisoners'
education experiences, two instructors reLied on the results
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of a formal testing procedure before admitting the students
into their program. The Wide Range Àchievement Test (WRAT),
which is designed to determine educational levels in
spelLing, grammar and mathematics, was administered to alI
incoming students.
The reliance on the tests is due to
apprenticeship board conditions in tv¡o vocational programs,
motor nechanics and body shop, which stipuJ.ate year 9 or
equivalent as the mandatory base IeveI of educationaL
attainment necessary for acceptance into an apprenticeship
program. An explanation for testing the prisoners was, ',I
have to find out where that individual is,
where his
weaknesses are, and what he is Like."
Only one vocational instructor mentioned that a student's

previous experience vras considerêd when organizing the
program, If a student indicated that he had worked in the
field before, the instructor would watch him.
If he was
capable he would use him as an assistant,
The instructor
said, "I ask a few questions and I'LI watch him at ¡{ork, but
usually he hasn't got the right skilts.
Nine times out of
ten they say they've got the experience but they haven't."
This comment was substantiated by aLI four vocational
instructors ¡,¡ho indicated that they are not interested in
the prisoners' previous work experience because as a general
ru1e, what the prisoners say is not borne out.
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The working conditions in the vocational area !¡ere
reported to be excellent. Although the 1earning environment
was praised the vocational instructors were critical of the
prison institution in general. They indicated that their
workshops were fully equipped and functional, and that there
is adeguate space and facilities
for their programs.
Hor,¡ever, the vocational instructors noted that there ¡,¡a s a
pr.oblem in teaching their programs and compJ.ying with the
workings of the institution.
The most common problem was
that of prisoners being withdravrn from class in order to
report to administration. Comments included, "There is the
pass movement. It could be for any place. À1I of a sudden
someone wants to see him.
So we have a lot of movement
through the day, and I find it rea11y inlerferes with my
work. " An addit ional comnent was ,
GeneraIly you get used to what happens around
here, it just becomes second nature to us. But
there are certain things that you hate doing. It
is things Like r+hen the place is shutdown and you
are required to do a search. We must go into each
cell and search through a prisoner's effects and
search for contraband, money or drugs. It is not
a nice situation.
The problems associated v¡ith the searching and frisking

of inmates, particularly for the federal teachers, may
create some difficulty with sharing the learning process.
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This

partially account for the lack of evidence to
suggest that vocational instructors do share the learning
process. Ànother may be that programs must comply with the
may

curriculum that
authoriti.es.

is established by

the apprenticeship

The instructor who teaches the students seek i ng a
certificate awarded by the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 has
greaLer flexibility
and freedom in the planning and
implementation of course functions than those instructors
i n fluenced by
the regulations
of the apprent iceship
authorities.
AIthough the regulations
of the apprenticeship
authorities together with the required duties of the federar
employees can affect the possibtity of sharing the learning
process, three vocational instructors adopt strategies to
overcome this situation.
The strategies include varying
their Leaching methodologies, atlocating positions of
responsibility,
delegating
duties and encouraging
communication between the instructor and the student as welr
as fostering communication among the students.
One
instructor sa id,
I keep on telling them and I keep stressing, if
there is anything you r,¡ant to question, tell ne to
stop. I tell them constantly to ask. I even say
that if you feel you r,¡ant to ask me privately and
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not in front of your classnates then just drop me
a hint. I encourage them and say don't hesitate
to come and talk to me privately.
An additional comment related to teaching strategies was,

I have film strips and tapes to use on a VHS so
they can work on their own. I can correct their
work and assist them.
I use the overhead
projector.
I really use aI1 methods of teaching.
À lot of the time I will- not do classroom work for
a long time. I r+iLl let them work in the shop and
when they get stuck they ask me. I will go there
and give them a demonstration and ask questions
about how they get into this difficulty.
Then
I'1I watch for about 15 to 20 minutes before I go
av¡ay.

One vocational-

instructor was adamant that his role was
one of leadership and authority.
He seemed to feel that
many prisoners were 1azy. The instructor said,
I think that I am pushing them a lot of times. I
wiII notice a lot of laziness, so I keep pushing
them and pushing them. you can te1I just by the
way they go about it that I am not pushing them to
their limits.
Gradually they wil.I conform to my
style and they begin to produce better.
They are
happier for it too, and they are grat.ef ul.
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The vocational instructors are influenced by the
apprent iceship authorities, the inst i tut ional workings and
their perceptions l¡hen ¡vorking r.¡ith the prisoners. Thèse
infLuences were also evident in comments offered by the
academic educaLors.

Three out of six academic staff responded to

the study

representing life skiIIs, basic literacy, and mathematics
and science disciplines.
Life skills is not a traditional
academic course; it is more a socialization program in which
the teacher attempts to fosler and improve the self_image of
the inmates. This is achieved through informal discussions
in a group set.ting covering problems ¡,¡hich are faced by the
inmates, and formulating strategies to overcome them,

Àttempts to determine the prisoners' educational
experiences vary in each subject area.
The 1ife skil1s
teacher used indirect strategies to ascertain the inmatesr
experiences and attiLudes tor,¡ard education.
This was
achieved by encouraging discussions on many issues and
concerns that the inmates are facing. Àfter initial contact
and constant observations from the group discussions, the
teacher determines l¡hat issues wilI be covered during that
class and additional classes. The teacher said,
My course is discussion based, which is Less
threaÈening for those who are illiterate.
Their
previous experiences with school have not been
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good so ln some ways I

I

f

ocus on

first step in for them.
the future and getting out and staying
am

out.

The teacher in the Iiteracy program undertakes formal
evaluations using !he AduIt Basic Literacy Exercises to
determine the educational l-eve1s of lhe inmate students in
the areas of reading, writing and mathematics. The
achievement scores in each area are used for diagnostic
procedures.

Given that

academic educators place significant impetus

on lheir observational strategies when working with the
prisoners, the prison environment also influences the
presentation of education programs. Although aII three
academic staff

indicated that the classroom furniture was
just like in a regular high school classroom, one teacher
commented specifically about the bars on the windows which
were conslant reminders of r,¡here he was working. Thê
teacher said,
"The classroom has two tables put together
r,¡ith chairs and a blackboard out front. The only difference
between my room and the regular classroom is the bars on the
windol¡s, which means I never forget that I am there.

The

of the institution affected the academic
educators and their programs. AI1 three teachers ment ioned
the nuances associated with lhe doors being Iocked and
everything having to be Locked away. In addition, the three
r,¡orkings
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academic educators commented on interruptions

associaËed

with institutional functions. These interruptions were in
relation to the students leaving class because of visits by
their lawyers ¡ or when there was a shutdown and the
prisoners were required to remain in their ce1Is. Comments
concerning this problem i.ncluded,
Searching and frisking inmates really doesn't do
much to enhance your position as a teacher,
It
you have to do this the inmates see you as being
something other than as teacher.
This is not
desirable. I think we should be professionaL with
them but this is not enhanced by such things as
frisking.
Ànother comment concerning the function of the institution
was, "Our students are constantly called out for aI1 kinds

of reasons. We have constant interruptions.
But basically
we are teaching an individualized program because that is
the only way that I can cope."
to questions related to sharing the learning
process demonstrate that aII
three academic educators
indicated that their learners r¡ere involved in sharing the
responsibility for the learning process. However, there was
variance in the degree to which it ¡,¡as shared and this
depended on the nature and purpose of the program. One
course e¡as completely individualized and the students were
Responses
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responsible for

their own sequential movement through the
course. In a different class, an academic educator chose to
fluctuate from the students working individually and
independently to working with the whole group in a "chalk
and taIk" presentation.
This strategy is adopted when
students are demonstrating common errors in dealing with a
siLuation or l¡hen the students are moving onto a new area or
topic

4.0.1

.

Common

issues for aI1 of the educators

The most dominating and overriding theme arising from
comments made by all of the education personneL interviewed
for this study was in respect of the prison environment.
The interruptions to educational programs because of
institutional requiremènts in which prisoners Ì{ere withdrawn
from class are a common problem and were mentioned by aII
ten prison educaLors interviewed. These procedures were seen
as disruptive.
The vocational instructors and academic educators shared
a recognition of the importance of determining an inmatesr

experiences and educational levels.
The variance in
achieving this information was evident v¡it.h t!¡o out of the
four vocational instructors choosing a formal testing
s!rategy. Àcademic sLaff fluctuated between formal testing
and incidental observations. The university professors
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relied on the class lists

submitted to them by the

administration.

referred to the "ever present" Iocking
of doors as being seen as a constant reminder of their
working location.
In conjunction with reference to doors
locking, two of lhe prison educators commenLed on the
annoying requirement of having to Lock things away and check
for equipment constantly.
Seven respondents

Chapter

V

ÀNÀLYSIS OF THE DATÀ

The analysi s of the data Ì{as based on the
interpretative approach to qualitative research. This
involves ascertaining those themes and issues regarding the
existence and implementation of the adult education
principles of dealing with the learning environment and of
sharing the learning process at Stony Mountain federal
pen i

tent ia ry .

Smith (1987) writes that the interpretive approach to
qualitative research focus on the acts and meanings ascribed
to events by the actors (in fhis study, prison educators) in

a particular social context (the prison institution).
Four
steps were undertaken for i.nterpreting the emic daLa, that
is, the respondent's comments.
The first

involved comparing the comments to the specific
criteria and characteristics of the adult education
principles in order to delermine a relationship between the
prison educator's perceptions and the principles of adult
education. Secondly, the expressions and terms used by the
respondents that were unique to the environment v¡ere
identified.
This information is
beneficial for
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understãnding the everyday lrorkings of the institution being
investigated (FIorio-Ruane, 1987). The third process of the

inLerpretative method of analysis involves attempting to
interpret the comments made by the respondents in respec! of
the structure and function of the prison education programs.
This information is beneficial for determining the problems
that they may have been facing in irnplementing their
programs.
The final stage is offering empirical
explanations as to the reasons why problems have occurred
and suggesting strategies that may assist in overcoming
these problems.
5.1

oF coMMENrs
BE+èI¡9IE!J3.
PRI
NCI PLES

ro

rHE ÀpuLr EpucArroN

The university

professors indicated that they encourage
discussions in their classes. This in itself is fundamental
to the notion of allowing interaction, which is a component
of the adult education principle of providing a conducive
learning environment. The discussions aLlowed for cl-asses
to be personal and intense, interaction being seen as
"heated" and "spirited',.
CIass discussions improved the learning environment at

varying levels. One professor indicated Lhat the students
contributed to determining how Èhings ¡,rent because of their
questions and concerns on specific
issues.
Àlso
controversial subjects were discussed including politics,
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judiciary systems and crime and punishment. ÀIl three
professors noted that the quality of the discussion was
improved by the fact that the prisoners demonstrated
maturity and rational behaviour during lhe classes and that
their loyatty and collegiality
tov¡ard each other !¡as
commendabl,e. In addition, the professors indicated that the
discussions they engaged in ¡,¡ith the prisoners aLlorved for
signif icant interaction.
However, therê were problems with some prisoner cLassroom
behaviours which t\,ro professors found disruptive.
These

behaviours dealt v¡ith the prisoners' ability to enter and
feave the cLassroom whenever they so desired.
This
behaviour is generally accepted in adult education practice,

as it is associated with respecting Lhe adult's ability to
either accept or reject the class content or procedures.
ALthough continued practice of this behaviour can become too
disruptive for the rest of the cLass, in theory, if an adutt
chooses to leave a cLass a trained aduLt educator recognizes
that at this time, the class may not be of interest to the
adult learner. As a result, many adult students are not
required to remain and are encouraged to leave the class of
their own volition if it is of no interest or perceived
benefit to themselves. Two professors found this behaviour
to be very annoying, and their comments were based on the
disruptive nature of these types of acLions. No recognition
exisled that the students' actions indicated ]ack of
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interest. Rather, the professors nere concerned !¡ith the
interruption that occurred in the c1ass, as opposed to
attempting to understand or ascertain why the students chose
to Leave.
OnLy one professor made

any attempts to physicatly ai-ter
the classroom. In this instance, the chairs were moved to a
semi-circle to encourage discussions. ÀLthough attempts to
alter the classroom for comfort were mentioned by one
professor, all three went to great lengths to encourage the
prisoners to learn. The perceptions of the professors were
that they attempted to encourage the prisoners Lo a high
degree in comparison to that of professors in a university
setting. All three told their groups that they did not want
to knov¡ ¡,¡hat they were "in" for, and that they r.¡ere there to
help them to learn. providing this information may have
enabled the prisoners to reassess their perceptions and
actively pursue learning. Thus, the professors indirectly
encouraged the inmates to 1earn.
This was further
demonstrated through their efforts to take books from the
University's library
to the students at the prison.
Encouraging learning refLected the professors' awareness of
the prisoners' situation, and their recognition that because
of the depressing nature of incarceration, educators must
constantly struggle to maintain the inlerest, excitement,
and attention of the students.
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of the professors' comments were based on comparing
their work and involvement with students in the prison
setting to their sork and involvement with university
students. The stãrk contrasts that emerged, particularly in
relation to the basic phitosophy and intent of each
institution, may account for the lack of evidence indicating
the professors did attempt to share the learning process.
OnIy one professor alluded to the principle of sharing of
the rearning process in that he reried on class discussions
and dynamics to determine the flow of the class, as well as
for planning the next session.
WhiIe this strategy does
allow for the inmates !o have some input into the planning
and structure of the learning outcomes, there was still no
evidence as to a direct input by the prisoners fcr the
imptementation of the principle of sharing the learning
process. It appears that the professors would need some
guidance and demonstration for implementing this principle.
À11

The major infLuence on the

impì.ementation of

the adult
education principles concerning both the environment and
sharing the learning outcomes was that alI three professors
lacked knowledge and understanding as to ¡,rhat constitutes
adult education and more importantly, what strategies are
needed to implement the principles of adult education, On
the other hand, the intent and strucÈure of the vocational
programs contain a marked difference in the presentation of
subjects from that of the university courses. This
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difference could aIlow for an assumption that the
implementation of the adult education principles for the
vocational programs would be more evident. The vocational
instructors' programs are practical in nature, and as a
result the implementation of the adult education principles
relevant to the environment and sharing the 1earning process
are tentatively approached from a pragmatic perspective.
vocational programs r,rithin the Stony Mountain federal
penitentiary are based on the prisoners abtaining tradesmen
certificates.
Thê Manitoba Apprenticeship Board plays a
major role in determining the course content, and the
instructor's
function is to provide apprenticeship
opportunities to the prisoners. One of the Board,s
stipulations is that the minimum grade lever for invorvenent
in apprenticeship programs is grade 9 or equivalent. In
order for the inmates to become involved in the
apprent iceship programs Lhey must have thi s level of
Two

achievement.

Providing effective vocational programs relies on good
workshop conditions and availability
of equipment. The
adult education principJ.e related to providing an
environment that is conducive to learning is very much
evident in terms of equipment and space in aII of the
vocationaL programs offered at Stony Mountain. ÀlL four
vocational instructors interviewed commented on their
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working environment and expressed no problens with their
room and equipment.

Indications that the vocational instructors give support
and encouragement to lhe prisoners were numerous and
diverse.
Instructors test for the academic levels of
incoming students. In the process they tatked individually
with each student and it was perceived Lhat the prisoners
apprec iate
thi s approach.
Another instructor
who
deliberaLely attempts to encourage the prisoners to learn
tests his students every tÌ.ro weeks. These Lests are
formulated by the instructor and are "brue" or "f alse', in
design. He comments that,
À11 the gues!ions are true or false and I
sometimes have to read them. I deLiberately give
them high marks, you know around the g0's or the
90's. This really pleases them as most have never
got a mark so high; I do it so that they will
cont i nue on the course.
One vocationaL

instructor a11ows a separate day for the
prisoners to catch up on missed work. This is done as many
prisoners have had to leave the the class for a variety of
reasons. UsuaIIy the extra day's work is individualized and
the inmates work !¡ith the audiovisual equipment or they
approach the instructor
individually.
By giving
individualized assistance to the prisoners attempts are made
for sharing the learning process.
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While the vocational instructors' comments pertaining to
providing an environment that is conducive to learning are

simiLar,
attitudes and strategies for sharing the
responsibility for the learning process are markedty
different. The demands of the apprenticeship authorities in
setting the curriculum together r,¡ith one instructor's
perceptions that the inmates are i.azy support this
observation. The inferences of seeing the prisoners as Iazy
are not meant to infer that the commènts are inappropriate
in their educational situation.
It appears in this case,
that the instructor believes he is soleJ.y responsibi-e for
the learning process and the students have no input in
relation to the design or sharing of that process. On the
other hand, one vocational instructor does attempt to some
degree to involve the inmates in the learning process. He
designs lesson plans and pins thern. on the noticeboard. This
visibility
aIlows the prisoners to see the sequenced
outcomes and intent of their learning.
Of the four vocational instructors interviewed only one
has studied aduLt education. civen t.hat only one out of the
four vocational instructors has any training, experience or
knowledge of the adul-t education principles,
it can be
argued that the lack of implementation of thosè strategies
pertinent to sharing the responsibility for learning and
providing a conducive learning environment is based on the
vocational instructors' Iack of knowledge and expertise in
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the area of aduLt education. The vocationâ1 instructor who
has had exposure to studying adult education mentioned that
implementing some of the strategies of adult education in
his vocational program proved to be very successful . This
gives some justification for practicing the principles in
the other programs, They may prove to be of benefit to the
effectiveness of aIl educationâ1 programs.
The academic educators share similar concerns and
problems l¡hen working with the prisoners,
The three
academic educators, comments indicate
that Lheir
implementation of the adult education principles concerning
the environment and sharing the learning process is based on
the individualized format of their programs. All three
academic educators promote interaction,
particularly
interaction with and among the prisoners. This is because
of the individualized format of the educa!ional programs.
The educators had the room designed so that the students can
work in circles, and they have attempted to enhance the
Iearning environment by hanging posters around the room.
However, the posters soon disappeared. The perceptions of
the academic educators are that they encourage learning for
the prisoners on a very enthusiastic and continual basis.
This is indicated by their belief that they exceed what a
regular teacher would demonstrate and, is attributed to
their awareness of the infruence of the prison environment
and the educational characteristics and needs of the
pr i soner s.
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Promoting discussions in cLass was a common strategy for
encouraging learning, as was strict adherance to the policy

of ensuring that Hhat is said in class remains in the cfass.
This policy has systematically broken down barriers and
encouraged the prisoners to parlicipate
in class
discussions. Freedom of expression a11ows for greater input
on lhe students' part in determining the design and
direction of the learning process.
The adult education principle of sharing the learning
process was far more evident in the academic educators'
perceptions concerning their programs, conpared to the
vocational or university educational personnel perceptions.
This may have been because the format of the classes is
totaLly individualistic
in nature. The subject matter in
the Iiteracy and life skiIIs classes focus on staying out of
prison, and the notion of sequential learning, another
important aspect for sharing the learning process, is
practiced by a1t three academic educators interviewed.
One of the three acadèmic educators interviewed had
studied adult education principles at a university in the
United States. However, this individual did not offer
specific information regarding the implementation of the
principles in his particular program.
There was evidence of a lack of knowledge on the part of

two academic educators as to what constitutes âdult
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education and what strategies are applicable to implementing
the principles of adulh education. Having more insight and
awareness of these strategies may assist the academic
educators in working ¡¡ith the inmates in alI of the programs
offered in the academic sector of the prison educational

programs. Although the academic educators encourage
interaction and learning, and aLlor+ for individual
development throughout the courses, the strategies for
sharing the learning process appear to be implemented on an
ad hoc basis.
The sècond interpretive

process for the analysis of the

data deal-s r,¡ith noting the comments that are typicaf to the
culture and society,
This informatiÕn allows for an
understanding of the workings and everyday life of a
particular sett ing (FIorio-Ruane, 1987).

5.2

ANÀLYSTS OF COMMENTS TYPICAL TO THE PRISON ENVIRONMENT

This section examines the prison educators' comments that
are typical to the prison environment. The typicat comments
are characterized by the many related elements deal-ing with
the function of the institution,
personnel and the prison
environment. Given that the nature of prisons is one of
restriction, regimentation and lack of certain privileges,
the comments made are attributable to the peculiar
c i rcumstances associated with prisons.

.1

The university

professors'
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were highlighted by
using common terms when discussing prisoners and the prison
institution.
However, an outstanding feature from the
comments made by the professors is that one professor
referred to the prisoners as students throughout the entire
interview. In this particular case reference made to the
class members r,¡as always the ',students" as opposed to the
recognized labels of prisoner, inmate or convict. The other
professors fluctuated between referring to class members as
students or as inmates.
comments

GeneraJ-ly, Stony Mountain federal penitentiary was called

"prison", although when the professors were discussing lhe
concept of prison education in a generai- sense, references
were made to "institutions",
"penitentiary" and "gao1,,. All
of the professors' comments indicated general terms for the
typical elements associated with prison setting,
This was
evident with reference to the following: guards, warden,
parole, punishment, discipline, judge, Iawyers, ce11s, and
crime. AII three professors made specific reference to the
sound of "locking doors" and the necessity to "wear the
passesr', which are needed by the guards to make security
checks. Although the professors' comments were general in
nature, the vocational instructors were far more specific in
their references to working with prisoners.
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The four vocational instructors

tended to

use 1anguage

that cân be considered more colloquial to prison
environments. When discussing their interaction with the
prisoners they used expressions such as "doing time" (Iength
of sentence), "be a rat" (reak confidentiar information to
the authorities),
"out in the fish tank" (new prisoners'
hoJ.ding area), and "what they are in for" (details of the
prisoners' crimes).
As well as using unique comments
concerning the prisoners, all four vocational instructors
used adjectives which are specific to the prison
environment. One vocational instructor referred to the
guards as "screws"; others mentioned "f risking,', "bars",
"lock ups", "Iifers" and "repeaters',.
The vocational instructors
also
recognized the
institutional procedures that affect their pr 09 rarns and made
cursory references to visits by lawyers,
parole hearings,
court appearances, sol i tary confinement and correct ionaL
officers.
OveraIl. the vocational instructors'

were more
realistic in tone when discussing the prisoners and the
prison environment. Thís may be due to the practical
emphasis of their courses, in which a lot of talk is
associated with demonstrations. Às a resurt, the vocationar
instrucLors may have aLtered their Èerms of reference to
accommodaLe the prisoner students. Àlternative).y, they may
comments
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have used it as a strategy to gain acceptance by their
inmate students. In addition, as two instructors have over
20 years interaction with the prisoners, and the other two
vocational instructors have six and Lhree years involvement
respectively, it
would appear that prison language
acquisition and assimilation r,¡ou1d be inevitable.
On the
other hand, the academic educators tended to fluctuate from
colloquial descriptors to the prison and prisoners t'o
gen e ra J- references to them.
The most typical comment from the academic educators Ì¡as

reference to the institution

as being "prison".
Like the
vocational instructors, the academic educators referred to
class members as "the guys" or ,,the men". Reference to the
label "prisoner" was only used when discussing prison
educat ion in gene ra 1 .

Specific discussions about the prison environment \,¡ere
highlighted by commenLs dealing with security.
This
included constantly having to bother nith "locking things
away" and "you are reminded where you are when you hear the
locking of the doors behind you". Mention was aLso made of
the guards, weapons and bars. One educator mentioned that
"my room has bars on the window".
OveraLl the academic educators have adopted some of the
common vernacular that

prisoners.

is associated r,rith prisons and
These comments varied from "refusing to frisk a
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fellow" to referring to the guards as "screws,', However,
v¡hen two academic educators used the term ',screws", they
were discussing it in the third person context, that is they
were relaying an incident lhat !¡as reported by prisoners.
all of the prison educators' comments, terminology
and jargon specific to the prison environment were evident,
The vocational instructors and academic educators used more
of the coì.Ioquial terms than the university professors,
This phenomenon may be attributable to the lêngth of time
Lhat the professors were involved in the prison education
programs at Stony Mountain federal penitentiary.
However,
it was interesting to note that one professor reported, "I
found myself becoming a Little more vulgar in the tanguage
that I used, a litt1e bit more coJ.Ioguia1.', The professor's
explanation for altering his terminotogy was as a resuLt of
becoming critical of the purpose and function of lhe prison
institution.
He said, "I found myself becoming implicitly
critical of the kinds of institutions that one feIt, to some
degree, influenced where they were. I was a professor who
r¡ent in and to some degree identified with their cause and
circumstances. "
The other two professors did not make
mention as to how or if the prisoners or prison affected
them in any way.
From

The third phase of the interpretive model is to attempt

to deternine the structurè and function of Èhe prison in
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relation to the commenls nade by
process interprets the pr i son
ascertain wha!, if any, problems
teaching in prisons. In addition,
determine how the prison educators

the respondents. This
educator's comments to
they are experiencing in
informaLion is gleaned to
teach the prisoners.

s.3 uggIIèIIg\ oF ppueArr_ oN PERSoNNEL ro BE rNvoLVEp rN
PRI SON EDUCAT] ON
The first

area of investigation

was to determine why the

educators became involved in prison education. It

is from
understanding the educators' reasons for involvement in
prison education that foundations for substantiating
exp]-anations concerning their perceptions of adurt education
at Stony Mountain can be attained.
An underlying interest in studies dealing with prison
education is how and why prison educators become involved
with an institution that represents everything that is
opposite to what education represents.
That is,
institutions are restrictive,
regimented and governed by
strict ruLes and regulations, whereas education connotes
freedom, acquisition of knowledge and skilIs, and the
opportunity for the expression of one's beliefs, attitudes
or understanding. Determining why educators become involved
in teaching in prisons can give greater insight and
underst.anding of their perceptions with the concerns,
problems and shortconings they may èxperience in the prison.

11.1

Having access to this information can also explain why some
educators do not possess the skilIs necessary for teaching

in a prison institution.
Several Royal Commissions and
other investiga!ions have recommended that prison educators
must have famiJ.iarity with the principles of adult
educat.ion; hence, it would be togical that employment of
prison educators would require that they are familiar with
and understand the adult education principles.
This is not
the case at Slony Mountain as onJ.y one vocational instrucLor
of the four that were interviewed, and one academic educator
had any formal exposure to the pr inc iples of adult
educa! i on.

All three professors had been approached by the
University administration to teach at the prison. yet, the
reasons offered for accepting the teaching position at the
prison were vastLy different.
One professor was active in
education programs because the Government had been
indecisive in funding t.he university programs, and the
university administration was keen to continue one program
in order Lo justify further allocation of money. The two
other professors' reasons for involvement ¡,¡iLh programs at
Stony Mountain were more personal in nature.
Comments
included being bored with working at the university,
financial benefits and, the more intrinsic notions of
involvement being a "social exercise" or an "interesting
experience". However, under totally different employment
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circumstances, the vocational instructors explanations for
their involvement in prison education r,¡ere very different.
Ðetermining why the vocational instructors were involved
in prison education was interesting in that the vocational

instructors had been involved in prison education for many
years. Two inslructors have been at the prison for over 20
years; and both are Canadian Correct ional Services
employees, One was previously employed as a security guard
before becoming a vocational instructor.
This respondent
v¡anted a change and believed his vocational skiIIs werè
acceptable for teaching. when the institution introduced
the course the respondent became a vocational instructor,
and over the years has attained teacher certification.
His
colleague, a shop manager prior to his employment at the
prison, saw an advertisement in a paper. He was interested
because he wanted a change from retail mechanical !¡ork,
Àfter submitting his application for the position he
contacted a former trade teacher to discuss his chances of
getting the job. The instructor encouraged him to take the
position.
The third and fourth vocational respondents have been
involved for six and three years respect ive1y.
One
respondent, a Canadian Correctional Services employee, had
experience as a trade teacher in a high school and became a
prison educator after failing to secure tenure in the
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school.
The fourth vocational instructor is a contract
teacher working for winnipeg School Division No.1.
At
present the instructor is undertaking courses on a part-time
basis to secure teaching certification
at Red River
Community Co1lege. He became involved with prison education
as he $¡as getting bored with his career.
Although very
successful , he was beginning to tire of the long hours and
routine. He was excited at the opportunity to try sornething
new, and was keen to teach.
Explanations for involvement in prison education programs

offered by the acadenic educators were varied.
They
included being interested in prison education !ogether r¡ith
one respcndent returning to prison education after working
in a private venture. The othèr respondent's reasons for
being invotved was that he was offered a teaching position
after applying to become a classification officer. However,
the academic educators did face problems when they began
work at the institution.
One of the major concerns raised by the academic
educators !¡as failure
on the part of the prison
administrators to orient lhem to lhe environment. The
academic educators' comments indicate that their orientation
to the institution v¡as haphazard. One respondent v¡as
forewarned by an individual about the way to interact with
the prisoners. In addition, this respondènt had a "¡reek of
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gètting used to things and preparing before I actually
started in."
The other respondent said, "The first time
that I came out we had a sort of orientation; they showed us
how some of the \,reapons r¡ere conceaLed. Inside a dictionary
lJas a knife cut into the pages." Although the prison
institution had taken some steps to accustom the academic
educators it was interesting to nole that the purpose and
intent of the orientation was focussed on the workings and
procedures within the prison,
with importance being placed
on security. No mention was made of the education programs
available or of the institutional expecLaLions concerning
the educational or behavioural- characteristics of the
prisoner students.
By not giving such information
prisoner/educator interaction can be problematic. However,
the academic educatorsr comments indicated that thei r
interaction with the prisoners r,ra s very high.
The informaton presented by aIl- of the respondents gave
insight as to the problems experienced in working in the

prison.

The following section illustrates the issues
themes emanating from their comments.

ÈA

and

PROBLEMS FÀCEÐ BY THE RESPONDENTS

It was obvious from the pr i son educators' comments that
they 1ac k the fundamental knowledge and understanding of
adult educat ion. Because of lhis lack of awareness as to
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the benefi¡s of, and strategies for adult education, an
atLitude of complacency on the part of lhe prison educators
prevails.
This complacency can lead to problems in
determining their
function and purpose within the
penitentiary.
Concerns as to the reasons the professors gave for their

involvement in the education programs at Stony Mountain
indicated that they were not too sure as to their stabus
with both prisoners and administrators. One professor said,
For me it was sort of a pioneering venture,
because these trere kinds of people I had never met
before. While I found it terribly and emotionally
draining and I would never do it again for some
time, I was nevertheless intriguèd to begin with.
It appears that curiosity and a sense of ideaLism and
adventure are insufficient foundations for assuming
professorial duties within a prison institution,
as all
three professors expressed concerns about certain prisoner
behaviours. These included prisoner mobility in and out of
the class, and the prisoners demanding immediate feedback
regarding written work.
In addition,
comment i ng
specifically on the environment a professor said,
I always noticed erhen the door was locked behind
me, There ¡,¡as this sense of aloneness. I L was
odd to see everybody wearing the same colour, I
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would look up and see clones of the same thing.
That took a long time to get used to.

Further
indications of
the professors'
naive
understanding of working in the prison were expressed
through comments dealing with the function of prisons and
the prison environment. They mentioned the presence of
guards, students being withdrawn from cLass, and locking of
doors. One said, "...you knol¡ when you do go out' there you
do notice tha! you are in a prison, you can't not." I \,¡as
very aware when doors clanked behind you, guards J.ook at you
and you have passes." If prior knowledge as to the
implications of working in the prison were available, then
perhaps the professors could have overcome some of the
initial
and continuing concerns experienced at Stony
Mountain. However, they vrere not given any formal
orientation for working within the prison. Information was
given in an informal manner.
Little if any structured orientation was given to Lhe
university professors prior to working in the institution.
Information for working in the prison environment was
obtained by two professors approaching other colleagues who
had previously been involved with education programs at the
institution.
The information given to them \,ra s t.hat they
should not ask the prisoners what they were in prison for.
It was also reported that most of the information vas given
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by one professor who had prior experience as a prison
educator. This professor lras very keen and enthusiastic in
regard to the programs being taught in the prison, and in
prison education in general, The bias and enthusiasm
demonstrated by the experienced professor can Iead to some
confusion for Lhe "new" university prison educators. By not
being presented with subjective, rel-evant information as to
the pros and cons of working in the prison environment, many
professors can become disillusioned which can ultimately
affect their interaction with the prisoners. Hor,¡ever, this
did not appear t.o have occurred with the professors in this
study.

When discussing their reLationship with the prisoner
students, all of the professors praised their motivation to

learn and the calibre of intellect the prisoners
demonstrated. This was highlighted with reference to the
spirited and heated class discussions.
Àlthough attempts
were made to a1low for interaction between the professors
and prisoners, it was noted that the terms and process of
the interaction were determined by the professors. This was
evident in thaL all three professors played central roles in
determining the nature of the discussions and the amount of
time devoted to the discussions. One professor said,
One had to assume they had corne from rather
unusual social backgrounds and therefore, there
was no point in presenting the subject matÈer in â
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would to a middle class audience...I had
to try and make it relevant to what I thought was
their background. There was no point in talking
about tremendous extractions or talking about
matters that could come from fairly conventional
$¡ay one

soc i

ety.

There l¡ere prisoner behaviours that did to varying
degrees upset the professors during class times.
These
behaviours were related to studenL mobility and their
actions of independently moving in and out of class. On the
part of the students, the behaviours can indicate that they
did not perceive the Iearning environment as threatening,
and that they are able to come and go as they please.
Generally, in adult. education practice a student is
encouraged to pursue classes based on his/her own interest
or needs. Hence, if a prisoner decides to j.eave a class it
can be seen that the student is either adhering to the
practice of adult education, or is being rude, or is using
school as a means of getting out of some other prison
activiLy.
Another prisoner behaviour which concerned the professors
was recognizing tha! sometimes the prisoners !¡ere depressed.

All three professors made reference to the effects a denial
of paroJ.e or judicial procedures have on the enotional
stability of the prisoners. One professor relayed in some
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detail the incidence of depression and explanations as to
why the prisoners were depressed by saying,
You are dealing r¿ith a depressed audience of
students. One senses that there is a kind of Low
level of not just depression, but also resentment,
aggression, and hostility not towards me, but
towards the vrorLd, the auLhorities or other
inmates. In a sense iL is a lor,¡ level of a kind
of impending violence, So aLl in aII it is Iike
Leaching ¡,¡hiLe walking into a prevailing wind a1t
of the time.
The behaviours of certain prisoners affected the teaching

strategies of the professors. I t sas interesting that a1L
three professors based their teaching strategies on the
class size. Their i.nteraction sith the prisoners were to a
Iarge extent influenced by the number of students in the
class.
AII three professors mentioned that because the
numbers in the cLass were so smal1, (aII averaged 10
prisoner students) they opted for smaII group discussions
and because of the smaLl- cLass numbers, two professors
altered the cLassroom to allow for greater interaction in
the class. This was achieved by the classroom chairs being
arranged in a semi-circle to encourage discussions.
Although the influence of the class size was paramount in
the teaching environment for the professors, one professor
was influenced by his personal, favoured style.
The
professor reported that,
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I Like to talk. I am loud and vocal and when I
lecture I am all over the place which can be quite
intimidating for the students. I have recognized
that, My teaching style tends to be that I rant
and rave and ta1k, and they Listen.
I am better
at Lhat than seminars.
The information from this professor would indicate

that he
is the central figure in the class presentation and limits
interaction by the students.
An interesting observation
from the professor's comments was that by recognizing that
he was the cenLral figure in the learning process, he was
indirectty
making attempts to accommodate student
interaction and sharing of the learning process. He
concluded by saying¡ "... it (lecture style) does have its
good and bad sides. But I have found this: while teaching
out there, the students are more willing to stop me and ask
questions.rl

It was evident that aLl three university professors did,
at varying Levels, attempt to implernent most components of
the adult education principle dealing with the provision of
a conducive learning environment. This was particularly
evident in relation to aIJ.owing for interacÈion through
discussions, freedom of expression and encouraging learning.
To a Iesser degree building relationships of Ërust and
helpfulness did not directty occur during classroom contact;
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rather,

it

was found that they emerged from indirect
conversations held r,¡ith the prisoner students during coffee
break.

While the analysis of the responses indicates that the
professors do inplement strategies for providing a conducive

learning atmosphere, an overriding theme from the comments
vras that these strahegies r¡ere introduced because of the
infLuence of the prison environment. This environmental
influence incLudes the prisoners, the building, the guards
and the security procedures within the prison. That is, the
prison environment did affect the provision of an
environment conducive to learning.
In addition to thè
effects of the prison environment for implementing Ehe adult
education principle concerning the environment, it was
obvious from the professors' comments that IittIe
direct
effort is made for sharing the learning process. One
professor did mention that the prisoners did contribute to
the flow and order of the class through discussions.
Hovrever, determining whether this strategy is part of the
adult education principJ.e is debatable as the professor
determined the thrust and direction of the conversation.
This of course indicates that it was the professor who
determined the structure and function of the Iearninq
process.
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Àlthough it is difficult
to determine exactly why the
professors were central to deciding the ì.earning process,

the researcher concludes that iL may be because the
professors believe their role should be central and
authoritarian.
That is, the professors perceive that they
have the knowledge and skills to teach, and that their role
is to transfer the knowledge to the learner.
It appears from the professors' comments that the prison
environment affects their ability to implement the adult
education principles dealing with the provision of a
conduc ive learning environment,
This was particularly
evident in regard to the professors' comments concerning the
guards, the need for passes, the prisoner mobility and the
institutional process of withdrawing prisoners from cIass.
There is a basic explanation for the overaLl Lack of effort
in administering the principles of adult education. The
professorsr understanding and awareness of the practice of
adult education is very timited.
Only one professor
indicated that he had heard of the principles of adutt
education, but he could not eLaborate specifically on their
characteristics.
Tso other professors had no knowledge of
the principles of adulL education. The university
professors invoLved in this study taught at Stony Mountain
for the very short period of time of four weeks. In
comparison, the vocational instructors averaged 1g years
involvement in education at the penitentiary.
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The structure of bhe apprenticeship programs direct).y
a f fected three out of
the four vocat ional instructors
interviewed.

ional

courses are geared to
apprenticeship programs and as a resuLt three of the four
instructors said their teaching methods vrere influenced by
the requirements of the program. À11 of the vocationaL
instructors verbalized the importance of practical work
!¡ithin their course because of the necessity for a specified
number of hours in the practical setting.
A policy of
testing the prisoners before admission to the program v¡as
adopted by two vocational instructors because grade 9 or
èquivalent standing is required before commencing an
apprenticeship program. This strategy attempts to ascertain
the academic levels of the inmates. Ànother vocational
instructor tests the prisoners; however, these tests are noL
intended to establish the educational levels of class
members. They are designed to encourage and motivate the
students. The instructor said, "I do it to encourage them
to continue with the class." It was evident that aII of the
vocational instructors lrho tested, utilized the information
from the testing to encourage and motivate students. The
vocational instructors were using the information from !he
test batlery to establish ways of working with the
prisoners. Hence, the purposes of both testing methods are
directly related to the adult education principle of
providing a conducive learning environment.
Vocat
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One vocational- instructor chose noL to test the
prisoners. Instead he observes the prisoner at work in the
class and approaches the students individuaJ-1y if he sees
any probLems. This strategy incorporated interaction and
support, both components of the adult education principle of
providing a conducive Learning environment. Through
one-to-one discussions and demonstrations with the
prisoners, the instructor is allowing for interaction and
giving support and encouragement. ALl of the vocational
insLructors were infLuenced by the teaching strategy of
demonstrations in interacting ¡.¡ith the prisoners,
Ðemonstration is Lhe most

common

teaching technique used

in the vocational programs. Some instructors choose to work
on an individual basis while others choose to demonslrate to
the r¡hole group. In addition to demonstration, the
vocational instructors use audiovisual equipment. À11 of
the vocational instructors mentioned the use of tapes, films
and VHS presentations in their classes. Using the visual
media was aimed at assisting those prisoners who had missed
classes owing to institutional requirements, or if there was
a lack of equipment or modeLs to demonstrate a particular
problem. Comments included, "If they have missed a couple
of cLasses I schedule every second Friday for them to catch
up. This may mean working with fi1ms, individually or with
a group. It seems to work." Furthermore, "I use films and
I have tapes to use a VHS. They can work on their own or I
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can correct

projector.

their work to assist

them,

I use the

overhead

"

There were problems associated with the use of
audiovisuaL materials and reverting back to the classroom
setting, as one instructor expJ.ained,
When we have run out of materials we revert back
to the classroom. But you sti]l have to give them
some practical experience.
The classroom work
can become very boring, especially for inmates ¡,¡ho
dropped out of schooL.,..To sit them down and get
them interested is very hard.
The use of audiovisual eguipment and demonstrative teaching

sLrategies aLlowed for
successful prisoner/educator
interaction.
However, the vocational instructors mentioned
that motivating the prisoners was problematic.
Motivating and encouraging the prisoners to learn causes
the vocational instructors some problems owing to the
influences of some prisoner behaviours and their educationat
abilities.
This was evident in comments made in relation to
the prisoners' maturity and attitudes to discipline.
Variances in the prisoners' behaviour $rere mentioned in
respect of institutional- inf l-uences such as parole hearings
or impending rel,ease dates. One instructor said,
The first

coupi.e of months are hard.

He sti]I

hasn't gone through aI1 of the court procedures.
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He knows how much he has got,

but he is still not
sure how long.
He may not Like this particular
place , or he may not kno!¡ too many of the f ellor,¡s .
So you have to be kind of alert and jus! watch his
movements.

ALthough the comments indicate

that instructor awareness of
those stressers being faced by lhe inmates demonstrate some
concern and understanding of the prisoners' situation,
references to "being alert" and "just watch their movements"
infer that the instructor in this case, is influenced by the
prison environment, specifically the prisoner's behaviour.
The stresses faced by the prisoners are not only evident at
the initial period of their confinement. They can prevail
throughout their imprisonment and are also evident when
t.heir date of release is imminent. Àll of the vocational
instructors identified and commented on the stresses that a
prisoner inmate faces.
Remarks included, ',,t^¡hen a man is
about to be released he is nervous.', And,
I may have tno feLlows that are going up for
parole hearings. À11 of a sudden one of them gets
turned down. Nolr he comes back and he is a1lupset, yet you still have to make sure that the
rest of the shop operates.
Tlro instructors

prisoners and this

the lazy attitude of some
Iaziness is equated to the maturity

commented on
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levels held by mosL prisoners. Because of the lazy attitude
held by a lot of prisoners in the class, one instructor has
adopted specific teaching strategies to assist the students.
He said,

I think that I am pushing them a tot of times
because I notice thaL fhis is someLhing that I see
was lacking before. They are happier for it too,
and they are grateful for it, you notice that too,

This indicates that the instructor is the central figure in
determining the learning process. ÀIthough pushing the
students connotes authoritarian and inappropriate strategies
in relation to the adult education principLes, the
instruc!or does comment that the students arê happier and
grateful for this strategy. perhaps in this particular
instance, the instructor's strategy of pushing the students,
¡vhich in theory is opposed to the principles of adult
education, in practice has outcomes relevant to the purposes
of adult educalion. That is, it caters to the needs of the
students and provides guidance, support and encouragement.

The teaching strategies adopted by the vocational
instructors determine their relationship with the prisoners.
AII four vocational instruclors said that during their
initial class with the inmates they indicate that they do
not vrant to know reasons why the prisoners are there. This
strategy would indicate that the vocational instructors are
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endeavouring to provide a supportive learning environment by
mentioning to the prisoners that they are not interested in

their criminal history.
Many prisoners may perceive that
knowledge of their criminal activity may cause the
instructors to be judgmentaL and prejudiced in their
interactions with them. By indicating to the class that
they are not interested in the prisoner's criminal behaviour
the instructors are implementing those aspects of the adult
education principle concerned with the Iearning environment
r¡hich include trust and hel-pf ulness, the withhoJ-ding of
judgement, and the encouragement of learning.
À11 of the vocational instructors discussed that when
working with the prisoners in the shop, they did not atter
their strategies, and taught the prisoners the same as if
they were teaching their trade on the ,'outside".
The
vocationaL instructors' relationship with the prisoners is
to a large degree influenced by the type of teaching
strategy employed, These stategies include appropriate
variations
among classroom lecture
presentations,
demonstration techniques, and one to one interactions.
The four vocational
instructors recognized the
individuaLity of the prisoners.
À consishent outcome from
the individuaLized approach adopted by the vocational
instructors was that many of the prisoners wouLd bring some
of the problems that they rrere facing to the attention of
the instructors. One instructor said that,
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There is

a lot of confidential things that they
won't telL me. I know that because that is the
code. The things that they do teLl is that it is
almost impossible for them to ]earn something
while they are in their ce1ls. Some ranges are
totally quiet because there are older guys...then
if you end up on a range that has a lot of young
guys that arenrt taking educational programs and
they have lheir radios blaring and their t.v.'s
going, it is absoLutely impossible to Iearn.
These comments indicate that the prison environment not only

affects

the vocational instructors,
but aI1 education
personnel and the prisoner students. Hence, the prison
environment does have major implications for implementing
Lhe adult education principles concerning the learning
environment and sharing the learning process.
The function and purpose of

the prison institution has
influenced alI of the vocational instructors when designing
and vrorking through their programs with the prisoners. As a
result the opportunity to implement those strategies
associated h'ith the adult education principles of providing
a conducive Iearning environment and sharing the learning
process are dictated more by the demands of lhe institution.
An example of this phenomenon is evident when the
restrictions of the prison environment affects the running
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of the vocational classes deaJ.ing r¿ith vehicles.
Instructors are onLy permitted lo work on the cars owned by
the empì.oyed prison personnel. Institutional vehicles are
serviced by an independent agency. UsualIy, the mechanical
jobs required on the staff vehicles are major and too
advanced for many of the students; thus, teaching the basics
like an oil change is impossible. The motor mechanic
vocational instructors are Iimited to the type of \,¡ork they
get. In addition, because of this 1ack of availability and
variety in the conditions of the vehicles, opportunities for
working in the shop on the same things that have been taught
in the cLassroom are difficult.
Other problems included the prisoners leaving the class

to meet with a visitor.
ÀI1 four vocational instructors
discussed hor¡ this mobility of students affected their
programs. Some students fall behind, The departure of
others interrupts the flow of the demonstration. Additional
problems resulted from their required duties as federaL
employees. The Canadian CorrectionaL Services Employees are
required to perform Lhose duties related to security which
can include frisking, searching, and reprimanding prisoners

in addition to teaching. The contract staff are not
requi red to per form these dut ies.
Two vocat i onal
instruct.ors commented on the conflict of their roIes, One
said, "We do a lot of frisking.
When it comes down to it
you have to be a correctional officer again. How can you do
this and work in the classroom?" Ànother instructor said,
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There are certain things that you hate doing
although you must. Things like whenever the place
is shut down and you are required to do a search.
So e must go into each cell and search effects
for contraband. Whether it is money or drugs it
is not a nice situation.
We don't enjoy doing
that.
\,r

The four vocational instructors' comments indicate lhat

they attempt in varying degrees to implement those
strategies associated !¡ith the adult education principle
concerning the environment. The variance in the
implementation of the strategies Ìras significantly
determined by the prison environment, particularly with
reference to the educational characteristics of the inmates
and the workings of the institution in generat.
The vocational instructors

did not attempt to allow for
the sharing of the learning process. The reasons expressed
for not aLlowing this to occur v¡ere the demands of the
Apprenticeship Authorities and variation in the educational
leve1s of the prisoner students.
Of the four vocational instructors interviewed, only one
indicated that he had studied the principles of adult
education, and he sa id,
I very much norr use the adult education approach.
It has broken down some of the barriers.
I use a
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and it works out well, I have
more of an open 1ine, I can get to them and talk
!riLh them. Little things l-ike that seem to l¡ork.
horseshoe sett ing

Given that only one vocational instructor has any
understanding or awareness of the principles of adult
education and that indications from the vocational
instructors' comments show some professional indifference to
personnel and programs, the need for some introduction to
adult education and strategies for implementing the
principJ.es of adult education appear just.if ied.
This
information could assist the vocational instructors with
their involvement with the prisoners and their colteagues,
and coping with the demands of the Àpprenticeship Board.
The academic èducators faced similiar problems and
implemented similiar teaching strategies to the vocational
i nst ruc tors.
A1l three academic èducators established good working
relationships with the prisoner students by stressing
flexibility r¡ithin the programs, recognizing the importance
of individuality within their
classes and encouraging
learning. A respondent commenting on relationships with the
pr i soner students said,

can get into very deep relations with some
people, especially in my situation where I âm wilh
the same group atJ. day.
It becomes a very
You
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intimate situation, which can work positively or
negatively. If you have someone who can'L stand
the fact that you are going to have to be with
them for the next four hours, it can play on your
nerves.

ALl of the academic educators' comments regarding their
relationships with the prison students indicate that lhere
are attempts to implement the aduLt education principle of
providing a conducive learning environment. This lras
evident !¡ith references to respecting the individual,
attempting to encourage learning, allowing for interaction
and building relationships of trust
and helpfulness.
Although one respondent mentioned some negative aspects
related to the teacher/prisoner interaction, the inLent of
this comment ¡,¡as to highlight some of the problems faced
when attempting to administer some adult education
principles in a prison setting.
Because the interaction is
on a continuaf basis, relationships can falter and negative
implications can arise, which in turn can affect the
teaching strategies used by the academic educators.
The teaching strategies implemented by the academic
educators at Stony Mountain were based sol.ely on recognizing
the needs and educational levels of the prisoners. They
were individualistic in content and presentation.
fhis
resulted in the classes being informal with either students
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working independently or being involved in smaLl group
discussions. A respondenL said, "My class for the most part
doesn't have much to do with ]iteracy.
Mine is discussion
based and most fellows çho are illiterate
use discussion as
a substitute for tha!.
In that way it becomes very i-ess
threatening for them. "
The comments from the academic educators indicate that
they are implementing lhose characteristics pertinent to the

adult education principles concerning the environment and
the sharing of the learning process. By recognizing the
prisoners' illiteracy
and compensating for this inadequacy
by encouraging discussions, the academic educators are
endeavouring to provide a conducive Iearning atmosphere
through support, helpfulness, allowing for interaction and
encouraging learning.
There are some prisoner behaviours that cause the
academic educators problems in implementing some teaching
strategies. These behaviours deal with student interaction.
Problems arise with regard to the learning abilities of the
,,There is some peer
prisoners. One respondenL said that,
pressure in class, but no more Lhan in a public school.
have the advantage that we can eliminate a student if
causes a problem. " Ànother respondent said,
I am really pleased that I have a couple of super
classes ¡rhere the natives have really

blossomed

We

he
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and they are unafraid to talk.

But I also get the
other turkeys, the immature guys who are on their
first bits. Sometimes you have to be very careful
to allow them to express their ideas but not to
put anybody else down. My prime rule is 'no
making nasty comments âbout anyone'.
Both comments indicate that at times the academic educators
do have trouble with prisoner students taunting their peers.
The inferences from the comments indicate that the teachers
have adopted specific methods to deal with this probì.em, by

reinforcing the rules or evicting the students from class.
It would appear that these strategies are not cognizant of
the adult education principì.es concerning the environment
and sharing the learning process. This may be the case for
lhe individual offender, but for the class as a whoLe, the
strategies may be viewed as implementing components of the
principles.
By reprirnanding or evicting a troublesome
student prisoner, the academic educators are sti1r. aLrowing
for interaction, buL interaction is neither threatening nor
demeaning. In addition,
the atmosphere is encouraging
learning for the whole group as opposed to an individual
troublemaker.

It can be argued that the straLegies of evict.ion or of
reprimanding students are not allowing for freedom of
expression, a specific erement of adurt education concerning

.1
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the environment. However, in terms of recognizing freedom
of expression, compared to badgering and bul-1ying their
peers, or deliberately attempling to disrupt the class,
questions of freedom compared to License arise. In light of
both academic educators' comments, it appears that although
they are respectful and mindful of the individuality of the
prisoner students, there are occasions when, in order to
ensure the group benefits in the educational environment,
some individuals may have to be dismissed.
observation made by an academic educator concerning
the prisoners was in respect of their self image. Through
observations, the leacher realized that he was dealing with
self image, and a severe lack of self image for the most
part.
The respondent said, "part of it is because of their
previous experiences in education and part of it, because of
all the negativity that goes on within the prison and that
sort of thing." The comments from this academic educator
sum up the implicit and explicit problems faced by aII
prison educators.
Identifying the previous educational
experiences and the problems that ensue from the prison
environment, it can be seen that âL1 prison educators are
faced with many forces that can impede their attempts to
assisE the prisoners through education programs. Motivating
the prisoners may help to overcome these obstacles.
One
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Strategies for encouraging and motivating their prisoners
to learn vary with each individual educator. One respondent
said,

My prime motivating factor is tha! they are
actually not just doing busy work while they are
doing time, but they are doing something valid
towards a high school diploma. And ¡¡hen they get
out they can be half way through their grade 9
here, then they can jump right into classes at the
Àdult Centre. So once they real.ize that, it is
probably the best motivating factor that there is.
Most parole boards like to see people who have
some things planned for the future once they get
back inLo the street, and when they have proof
that a prisoner has made progress and plans to
continue, then it makes things better for the
inmate. So I try and get that across to them.
Sometimes they just shrug their shoulders but I
try and get it through to them.
The other respondent commenting on motivating the prisoners

said,

I focus on what they are going to do in the
future.
It is very much focussed on getting out
and staying out.
I wiII talk about what job
prospects are going to be in say around 20 years
from non. I mention that in an age of high
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technology that maybe the jobs that they have
always been able to get in the past aren't going
to be in the future. So i hit Lhem with a heavy
dose of reality and then suggest that if there are
other things that they want to do they are going
to have to take further training.
Although the attempts to motivate the prisoners are
practiced in the cIass, there are stiIl some institutional
workings which cause !he academic educators problems when
implementing their programs, All three academic educators
commented on the removaL of inmates for an administrative
requ i rement.
One respondent said, "Our students are
constantly being called out for all kinds of reasons. To
see their lawyer, to go for a visit [sicl,
to see a
classification officer, we have constant interruptions.,. "
Another respondent said, "Some students are taken out and of
course nobody bothers to telI the contract staff;
we are
always the last to knol¡. " Àdditional comments as to the
workings of the institution were made in relation to
equipment and locking up. One respondent said,
A l-ot of the students are very artistic.
Unfortunately, to this point there hasn'b been any
chance to develop that.
Hopefully, in the future
it wilL be. À lot of it has to do with the lack
of supplies, or the fact that certain things would
not be allowed inside the school. Another example

is the tape recorder machine. It is one of those
things that is hard to keep; they use them to make
t.attoo machines.
Anothèr respondent said, "The onì.y thing that bothers me is
having to lock things up; it is a bit of a pain." All of
the comments demonstrate how Lhe prison environment and the

institutional
workings affect
the implementation
workings of the educational programs,
Acknowledging the

and

interaction of prisoners and academic
educators in conjunction with identifying the teaching
strategies used by Lhe prison educators makes iL possible to
recognize the attempLs to implement the adult education
prínciples.
Of the three academic educators interviewed
only one had undertaken any format studies in the area of
adult education.
It cannot be denied that all three
academic educators have attempted ho promote strategies
related to the adult education principle of providing a
supportive learning environment, This Ìras particularly
evident from comments related to encouraging the students,
allowing for interaction,
and building relat.ionships of
irust and helpfulness. Those elements related to the adult
education principle of sharing the learning process r,¡ere
evident with some of the students having the opport.unity to
decide on the learning materiaÌs through the development of
sequential learning packages in the individualized programs.

'l
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One academic educator relied on discussions and student
input into the program, but the educator maintained fulI
responsibility for the discursive approach in that the
educator decided on topics and conversation contents.
From all the comments made by the three academic
educators, there is no doubt that the prison environment and
its workings affect the implementation of the adult
education principles that are concerned with the environment
and sharing the learning process. However, as only one has
studied adult education it appears that if the academic
educators had a better understanding of adult education and
!he sLrategies for administering the principJ-es of adult
education, a lot of the problems lhey are currently facing
might be overcome.

Chapter VI
coNcLUsION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND TMpLICATIONS

The purpose of this study was to ascertain if the
perceptions of prison educators invol-ved in educaLion
programs at the Stony Mountain federal penitentiary

were

comparable to the adult education principles of providing

conducive J.earning environment and
responsibility for the learning process.

sharing

a

the

The invest igat ion was based on open-ended intervier,¡
questions directed to three groups of prison educators:
university professors, vocationaJ. instructors, and academic
educators. Information from the responses indicate that the
incidence and systemat.ic application of the principles of
adult education by all three groups of prison educators is
minimal.

the data, the researcher determined that alL of the
prison educators interviewed attempt, to varying degrees, to
implement somè specific characteristics associated with the
adult education principle of providing a conducive i-earning
environment. However, inferences from the comments made by
the prison educators concerning the adult education
principle of sharing the responsibitity for the learning
From

-
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process indicated that the stra!e9ies associaLed with this
principLe !¡ere not implemented to any significant degree by
any of the prison educators interviewed.

The level at which the prison educators did actively
administer those characteristics common to both principles
was influenced by the prison environment. The influences
included the institutional workings, where prisoners are
withdrawn from class to attend to visitors, and the physical
characteristics of the prison, which include the presence of
guards, Iocks, passes, resLricted areas, ceIls, and the
bars.
The university professors' efforts to implemenL the adult

education principle of providing a conducive 1earning
environment was generalty determined by the class size. AII
three professors interviewed mentioned that their class
numbers averaged around ten prisoner students. These smatl
groups allor+ed for closer and more direct interaction.
It
appeared that the class size Ì.ra s the major influence that
determined what strat.egies the professors used for providing
a conduc ive learning environment.
In the question of sharing the learning process, the data
from the university professors' comments indicated that
there were no direct attempts to implement this strategy.
One professor commented on how he relied on the prisoners'
comments in class to determine the flow and structure of
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discussions. However, this activity was performed
intuitively and the prisoners had no direct input as to the
format of class, or what they would like to study within the
cLass.

The four vocational instructors equated the import.ance of

providing a conducive learning environment to the
facilities
and room available to them. None of the
instructors had any complaints about their
teaching
facilities and equipment. Ho!¡ever, additional comments by
the instructors indicated that they attempt to give the
prisoners encouragement and support when they became
invoLved in their classes. This !¡as demonslrated by the
instructors' comments with regard to their interactions with
the prisoners.
No vocat.ional instructor attempted to atlow the prisoners

to contribute to the learning process. T!¡o instructors were
very much opposed to this idea based on their commitment to
the apprenticeship program, and al-so in relation to their
shared belief that most of the prisoners were lazy and
needed pushing.

The three academic educators demonstrated giving the
prisoners encouragenent and support in both the formal
setting during class time and the informal setting during
encounters at thè coffee break period. However, unlike the
vocational instructors,
the acadenic educators are faced
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!¡ith Limited equipmenh for some of the programs. This
limitation sas in respect of the restrictions imposed by the
penitentiary and certain behaviours practiced by some
prisoners, which invoÌved art classes and the use of tape
machines for some remedial programs. The equipment may be
stolen to make tattoo machines, and some of the supplies
necessary for art can be used as weapons.
The academic educators inLerviewed indicated that their
programs were very individualistic in nature as a result.

Most of the classes allowed the prisoners to have some input

for sharing the learning process. prisoners could move
through a set number of sequenhial class books independently
and would only have to refer to the teacher if they were
facing any difficulty.
However, the choice of books was
still authorized by the class teacher, and if the prisoners
!¡ere not appearing to be working the teachers wouJ.d assign
them some work.

OnIy two of the 10 respondents have studied the
principles of adult education formalIy.
Most of the
comments made by the prison educators in general indicate
Lhat the implementation and practice of those straLegies
associated with adult education are minimal.
This seems
guite a paradox in relation to the recommendations and
reports concerning prison educat.ion that have been
documented since 1936. ¡It of the reports advocate that the
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practice of adult education be implemented in federal
penitentiaries,
and that current and prospective prison
educators be trained in the principles of adult education.
It ¡,¡ou1d seem that the Stony Mountain education authorities
are not aware of this, given the sma1l sample of those
educators r,¡ho have had some exposure to the study of adult
educat ion.

RECOMMENDÀTIONS FROM THE STUDY

In light of the lack of understanding and knowledge of
the practice of adult education demonstrated by the prison
educators at Stony Mountain federal penitenti.ary, and with
respect to this lack of knowLedge and awareness of the
importance of adult edutation holds in studies regarding
prison education programs in Canada, the following
recommendations are made.
Recommendation

1: Àn Adult Education Workshop

A workshop deal ing wi bh the pr inc iples and
practice of adult education shouLd be offered to
alL of the prison education personnel currently
involved in programs at the Stony Mountain
penitentiary. The workshop should include details
on how to r,¡ork with adults in both academic and
practical settings.
The workshop should be
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offered annualLy to the prison educators, ¡,¡ith the
administration timetabling the event so that aII
prison educators are able to attend.
There appeared to be very divergent reasons as to how the
prison educators became involved \,¡iLh vTorking at the Stony

MounLain federal penitentiary.

Of the ten educators
interviewed, only one mentioned fiscal interests.
Comments
ranged from the intention of serving mankind, to being
unsuccessful with one position and being offered another.
The university professors had been approached by an
independent person in an attempt to keep the university
program functioning at the prison.
There was no consisten!
policy for employing prospective prison educators at the
penitentiary.
This lack of consistency can cause problems,
especially when a prospective educator is not avrare r,¡hat he
or she is committing themselves to. This would include an
awareness of the educational and personaL problems that the
prisoners experience and of the workings and function of the
prison institution.
Because of the divergence in employment
strategies for prospective prison educators and in respect
of the prison educators unfamiliarity r.¡ith the prison
environment and its workings, the forrowing recommendations
are made.

Recornmendation

2: Personnel Qualified in Àdu1t Education

À11 prospective prison educators shoul-d be
employed in relation to their
educational
experiences and their experiences in working with
adults.
Thi s knowledge and experience could
benefit the employment authorities
in their
endeavours to appoint the most appropriate
educational personnel.
Applicants for such
positions must have some basic understanding of
the principles and practice of adult educaLion.
Recommendation

3: Orientation to the prison

Incoming and prospective prison educators must
experience a formal and informal orientation to
the penitentiary.
The formal orientation would
involve a presentation and discussion by a prison
educator currently working in the institution.
The prison educator couLd present information as
to those implicit and explicit prob}ems that the
new teachers should expect to face when working in
the institution.
The informaL orientation would
involve the prospective educators having the
opportunity to visit the institution,
sit in on
classes, and talk with the educators and the
prisoners about what typically occurs in the
learning envi ronment.
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Àttempts !o formally determine the academic levels of the
prisoners are obtained by federaL employees administering
achievement tests.

This information is not used by the
university professors, is overlooked by the academic
educators and is only used by two vocational instructors for
determining the acceptance of prisoners into the
apprenticeship programs. Based on the data, no consistent
attempts are made to formal,Iy evaluate the prisoners as to
their academic standings.
Furthermore, information from the comments made by the
academic educators and the vocational instructors indicated
that the prisoner students demonstrate a wide variety of
educational levels and degrees of maturity.
This was
evident in terms of comments regarding the prisoners, self
image and the impact of their maturity levels on Lheir work
and behaviour efforts in the cLass. Orientation !o incoming
prisoners as to those educationaL programs that are being
provided in the prison may act as a catalyst to encourage
the sLudents to learn. Given the variance in prisoner
st.udent academic levels and the implications of their low
self image, the following recommendations are made.
Recommendation

4: Proqram Av¡areness for Prisoners

The Slony Mountain education authorities should
provide a regular orientation program for

prisoners.
The program shouLd include an
introduction to the course from the educator, the
educator's expectations of lhe prisoners, and the
benefits that can be gained from being involved in
the program. Formal educational assessment of the
prisoner students should be administered by a
trained
educat ional
diagnostician.
The
information should be reported to the prison
educator in such a v¡ay that an understanding as to
why the prisoner lacks certain skitls becomes
evident. Specific teaching strategies that can be
implemented to overcome the learning problems
should be

sugge

s

t ed.

The diagnosis and observation of

the prisoner
students should be a continual process, in which
the diagnostician should be permitted to enter the
learning environmen! and observe the student at
work. a policy of streaming the cJ.asses should be
implemented in the institution.
This r¡ou1d assist
the prisoner students in their learning programs
and the prison educators when organizing their
cLasses.
Recommendation

The

5: CIass Orqanization

Stony Mountain federal
penitentiary
educational authorities should re-schedule classes

1s0

so as to cater to the needs and capabilities of

the students.
For those classes that are
organized in respect of the apprenticeship
authorities,
the diagnostician
should be
responsible for recommending those prisoners who
would be able to participate.
CLasses should be
re-scheduled so that those prisoners who are able
to perform to the standards of the apprenticeship
authorities can pursue programs in that area,
Students \,¡ho cannot function at that level should
still have the opportunity to become involved in a
program that they are interested in, but are not
hampered by the academic sLanding which they
perceive they cannot attain.
This strategy could
act as an introduction to the program, and may act
as a catalyst for encouraging those prisoners who
are not sure what to become involved in.
The study of education in

prisons has been in Canadian
federal politics since 1936. Many investigations and
reports as to education in federaL prisons are available and
could be of benefit to those involved in programs at the
Stony Mountain Institution.
Therefore,
the final
recommendation deaLs r,¡ith the education authorities building
up a Iibrary of informa!ion as lo the research that prevaiLs
concerning prison education in Canada.

Recommendation

6: Liaison r,¡ith other prisons

The

Stony Mountain federal
penitentiary
educa!ional authorities should actively seek out.,
maintain, and where possible implement the
recommendations emerging from research in the area
of prison education. In additionr âD informal
net!¡ork vrith similar personnel in federal
penitentiaries across Canada can also assisL with
program management and planning.
The Matsqui
program which involves a prison education program
in conjunction with the Department of Education at
the University of Victoria has proven to be very
successful ,
aÈtracting attenLion worldwide.
Information from this program is readily available
upon request.
6.2

]MPLICÀTIONS FROM THE

STUDY

The implications from this study indicate that prison
educators r¡ouLd benefit from an understanding of the
implementation of the principles of adult education. The
benefits of this awareness would be both implicit and
explicit. The implicit gains for the prison educators would
include a sense of guidance, assistance and help for the
prisoners in their learning pursuits. The educâtors' work
and efforts would be of aid to the prisoners in their
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, growth and preparation for release.
additional implicit benefit for the educators would be in
respect of Lheir professional relations with their
counterparts. Àdhering to the principles of adult education
would aIlow for an understanding and apprec iat i on of
strategies, styles and programs implemented by their peers.
This understanding could promote a sense of collegiali!y,
respect and acceptance of particuJ.ar strategies in a
part icular program.

development

gains for the prison educators through the
implementation of adult education will be the gradual demise
of problems arising out of current programs at Stony
Mountain. Publicity, awareness and support from the prison
administrative authorities regarding the benefits for the
prisoners involved in prison education programs can lead to
an alteration in the status of education, that is, it wiIl
be hightighted and gain relevant support in program design
and implementation. This positive change in status could
alleviate lhe existing problems of instilutional
workings
impeding the progrèss and f Io\,, of current programs.
The explicit

In conclusion, the prison educators and educationaL
administrators at Stony Mounlain federal penitentiary are to
be congratulated for Lheir efforts in working r+ith such a
unique clientele in a unique environment. There is a
significant amount of research available to prison educators

.t
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regarding the typical
educational characteristics
of
prisoners, the justification for adult education in prison
and the need for more financial input into prison education
program planning. Hovever, there is a need for undertaking
research on how adult education principles can be
implemented into all of the prison education programs, from
the university courses to lhe trades, and which teaching
methods would be the most appropriate to fosber adult
education in respect of the adult prisoners.
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Appendix

A

INTERVIEW QUESTI

ONS

In order to ansvrer the research questions the following
interview questions were presented tó the respondents.
In relation to the research question, what strategies are
used by prison educators to ascerLain the piisoners
attitudes towards and experiences with educatiôn, the
f ollowing questions ¡,¡ere asked:
* How do you establish the previous educational
attainment levels and experiences of yòur Learners? If no
atLempt is made , why?
* How do you check the authenticity of the prisoner's
responses? I f no checking !¡as done, the difficulty
in
veryifying the prisoner's responses !¡as explored.
* When it is obvious a prisoners has advanced skitls
and/or knowledge, do you encouiage them to use themi H;;i The second focus of the research dealt with how the
prison environment affects the implementation of the adult
education principle of providing a Learning environment that
is comfortable, supportive, and conduðive to i.earning.

Questions included:

* It has been reported that prisoners often tease,
ridicule and torment their peers. Ii this behaviour occurá
in your class, can you tell me how you overcome it?
* Are there ever any occassions whereby prisoners are
mood, tense and irritable;
requiring Íour direct
intervention? If so, what do you do to restóre
a relaxed
working atmosphere ?

. * Proving a comfortable, supportive, trusting learning
environment in a prison environmènt can be difficult.
Dõ

-
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you attempt to alter the
any of these objectives?

me why?

61

learn ing environment to accompLish

If yes, how? If no, can you te1l

The final research question was, v¡ha! role do the prison
educators play in implementing strategies relevant Lo the
learners sharing responsibility for planning and working
through the l-earning process. The interview questions iñ
this area included:
Lo choose what they would
_ *toÐo you allow the students
like
cover in class? If yes, how is this done? If no,
why don't you?
* What teaching met.hods do you implement into the
classroom? Please elaborate on the apþIication for the

chosen method

?

- ìt Do you encourage and motivate your learners in class?

How ?

Appendix

B

LETTER TO PRISON EDUCÀTORS

Dear

Pr i

son Educator,

I uT a graduate student in Education at the University of
Manitoba. Presently I am undertaking studies related to the
problems teachers face in working in a prison institution.
The current Iiterature
indicates that there are no teacher
training programs for intending prison educators and very
littIe, - if ânyr support foi lhose teachers presentli,
rnvolved in prison education programs. I hope tha! my
research can act as a catalyst to etiminating thiã problem.I intend to interview teachers currently working at the
Stony Mountain federal penitentiary. ¡tI in¡erviewJ will- be
treated as strictly confidential and the interviewees will
be given a copy of the transcript to comment on before I
proceed $¡ith the data. Arrangements for the interview willbe made after I hâve received news of your interest in
participating in the study.
Please fill out the attached form and relurn it to me in the
stamped seLf-addressed envelope. I will be contacting those
interested teachers immediaLety.
Should you require additional information do not hesitate to
contact me in the Ðepartment of Educational Administration
and Foundat ions, 474-9019, or at my residence, 269-6299.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

Tricia A. Fox,

Graduate Student

-
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Appendix

C

LETTER WTTH INTERVIEW

MANUSCRT PT

Dear ( name included),
Enclosed is g copy of the transcript of the interview you
gave concerning your work as a prison educator at Stãny
Mountain federal penitentiary.

Please read the transcript carefully and if you would like
Lo change or leave out any of your comments dõ not hesitate

to contact me at your earliest convenience,
I can be contacted in the Department of Educationat
Administration & Foundations, 474-9019 or at my residence.
269-6299. I r¡ould appreciate any notification of changeá
l¡ithin the next ten days. If I dã not receive any
noticé I
will_take it that you do not want to alter the -transcript.
and I can proceed \,¡ith the analysis.
Once again many thanks. for your valued contribution to my
research. Best wishes in your career in prison education.
Sincerely,

Tricia À.

Fox

Graduate Student
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